85TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION

S

ince 1932, The Ticker has provided Baruch College’s
students, faculty and alumni network with unbiased
reporting on noteworthy events. While nobody has
lived through the entire breadth of The Ticker’s history,
each generation of staff members recognizes the magnanimity of the paper’s contributions and impact.
While it is correct to think of and refer to The Ticker as a
student-run organization, the paper and its staff are just as
serious as any major news outlet about providing truthful,
accurate and informational content to their respective
audiences. We believe that it is our duty to keep the Baruch
population informed, especially about events that pertain
directly to the quality of life of students at the college.
For 85 years, The Ticker has fearlessly churned out
articles about tuition hikes, CUNY-wide protests, changes
in the Undergraduate Student Government, infrastructural
underdevelopments and other systemic issues. We have
consistently added pressure to administrative members.
We have shined a spotlight on commendable CUNY and
Baruch aspects, including any pro-student stances taken
or club or school events that drew in large crowds. We have
provided a service and have acted as a force for the spreading of information and knowledge at Baruch. And we will
continue to do so, fearlessly, for many years to come.
- Yelena Dzhanova, Editor-in-Chief
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History of The Ticker, 1932 - 2017

T

he Ticker, Baruch
College’s undergraduate student newspaper, has delivered Baruch
and CUNY news to students
since 1932, breaking innumerable stories and spawning hundreds of journalists
in the process. Utilizing
“The Ticker: History of the
Baruch College Newspaper,”
an exhibit on the Newman
Library’s website — created
by former Baruch students
Aleksandr Gelfand and Hassan Jamil — and The Ticker’s archives, we look back
on The Ticker’s journey.
In the spring of 1932, a
group of students from the
City College School of Business and Civic Administra-

tion banded together to create a newspaper for its East
23rd Street campus. They
intended for this newspaper to stand apart from The
Campus, the City College of
New York’s newspaper at the
time that operated out of the
college’s Hamilton Heights
campus. The students met
with advisers and settled on
calling the paper The Ticker,
in homage to the business
school in which it was based.
Almost immediately, The
Ticker encountered trouble.
After publishing an editorial
criticizing Justin Moore,
the dean of the School of
Business and Civic Administration in the fall of 1932,
the dean demanded that all
future Ticker articles would

be submitted to a faculty
adviser. When the paper
refused, citing that it went
against student freedom,
Moore suspended The Ticker and, consequently, both
its chief editor and business
manager resigned.
It only took a few weeks
for students to re-energize
the newspaper. New editors
took the previous roles
and an agreement with
Moore that he would have
final say on content was
put together. The next few
editors-in-chief pushed for
a charter for the newspaper, finally succeeding in
the mid-1930s and taking
control of content away
from Moore. The Ticker Association was then formed

By Victoria Merlino
News Editor
in order to regulate the
paper, with four students
appointed by the Student
Council and four professors
selected by the college being able to elect The Ticker’s
editor-in-chief and business
manager and controlling
the paper’s budget.
The ‘40s brought new
challenges to The Ticker.
World War II loomed large
over the national consciousness, and The Ticker proved
to be an advocate on campus for student mobilization
against the Axis powers. As
male staff members were
drafted into the war one by
one, by 1944 the work of
The Ticker was left largely to
women.
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Meet Our Alumni Panelists
M

ort Gerberg is a cartoonist and author
best known for his magazine cartoons,
which have appeared regularly in numerous
publications such as The New Yorker, Playboy,
Harvard Business Review, Publishers Weekly
and online for the Huffington Post.
He was voted as Best Magazine Cartoonist of
2007 and 2008 by the National Cartoonists Society, the international organization for professional cartoonists, an award he also won in 2007.
In 2010, he was selected as a CCNY Communications
Hall of Fame Honoree.
Gerberg is the editor of LAST LAUGHS: Cartoons About Aging. Retirement ...
and the Great Beyond, an original hardcover collection recently published by
Scribner. He is also the author of Cartooning: The Art and the Business, which has
been the leading instructional work in the field for 30 years. Among his other popular books are Joy in Mudville: The Big Book of Baseball Humor, and the best-selling More Spaghetti, I Say.
Gerberg has written, drawn and performed on television news shows and
appeared in the Shari Lewis home video Lamb Chop in The Land of No Manners.
Gerberg taught for 15 years at New York City’s Parsons School of Design.
Gerberg lives in New York City with his wife, Judith.

S

umit Poudyal transferred to Baruch College
in Fall 2012 and started working as a copy
editor at the The Ticker in October. Anam Baig,
the copy chief at the time, trained him in all
things AP style. Poudyal worked as a copy editor for a year and a half before becoming the
managing editor on Nicole Clemons’ staff for a
year. The newspaper gave Poudyal the opportunity to learn from his peers who were journalism
majors, while enabling him to use the skills and
knowledge he had acquired while studying political
science and economics.
A copy editor’s work is restrictive; it is constrained by style, space and time.
The factors collectively shaped not only how Poudyal performed the job, but also
how he approached it. It influenced how he planned, shared and delegated the
workload as a copy editor and as a managing editor. At his first editing internship,
familiarity with AP style and The Ticker’s in-house style helped him learn Chicago
style quickly. Previous experience in a newsroom setting enabled him to handle
deadlines gracefully, and past interactions with The Ticker staff and writers guided
his management strategy. A few months after his internship ended, Poudyal was
offered a position that had just been vacated. Poudyal is glad he worked at The
Ticker not only for the boost it gave his professional career, but also for the wonderful friends he made there.

L

illian Rizzo’s time at Baruch College paved
the way for her career in journalism. While
she always had journalism in the back of her
mind, Rizzo did not know the first thing about
embarking on her journalistic journey. In her
second year at Baruch, Rizzo finally got her
feet wet when she wrote her first story for The
Ticker. Like the journalism addict she is, all it
took was one story. In the subsequent two years,
Rizzo found herself writing two to three stories a
week for the news section. Despite her involvement,
she rarely came into the office, as she wanted to stick to
writing and not editing.
After winning the Journalist of the Year award, Rizzo’s news editor, Lia Eustachewich, convinced her to take the position. Eventually, Rizzo was promoted
to managing editor. While she had completed internships at the New York Daily
News, it was those late nights in The Ticker office that shaped her news judgment.
After stints at the Daily News, Rizzo eventually started working for The Wall
Street Journal. Her current beat — corporate bankruptcy — is not one she imagined during those years at The Ticker. Rizzo’s editor jobs prepared her for it.
Without The Ticker, Rizzo would be without some great friendships and her
path in journalism may not have been so clear.

R

ebecca Simon graduated from Baruch College with a bachelor’s degree in journalism in June 2017. Upon graduation, she landed
a job as an editorial and layout assistant at
IBISWorld, where she works today.
During her years at Baruch, she started
working as a copy editor for The Ticker and
eventually worked her way up the ranks to
copy chief, where she oversaw the paper’s copy
editing process, managing copy editors, consulting with section editors and the managing editor,
checking AP style and proofing the newspaper. Her time
at Baruch’s award-winning publication gave her the connections and experience
necessary to start her career immediately upon graduation.
By starting as a copy editor and subsequently becoming copy chief, she was
able to see each individual step in the editing process, and gained an intimate
understanding of how stories and ideas are forged into beautiful reading material. Understanding this process was integral to her future career path and her life
goals.
She was able to master the craft of editing and uses those skills every day in her
professional career. Simon is proud to have spent her college career working at a
publication like The Ticker, and would recommend that experience to any journalism student at Baruch.

Memories and Advice from The Ticker’s Alumni
What is your favorite
memory of The Ticker?

What was the biggest
news story of your time?

What advice would you
give to current Ticker staff?

Working with the staff
preparing copy for Thursday night review; sending
copy to the printer and
receiving galley proofs to
review along with setting
up pages on Saturday and
finally, putting the paper
to bed on Monday nights
at the printer in Brooklyn.
Revising and editing copy,
getting corrections from
the linotyper and working
with the compositor to set
up the pages.

Two — When our editor-in-chief was arrested
by undercover cops for
taking kickbacks from
our printer; and when he
was taken by ambulance
to Bellevue hospital after
breaking his big toe trying to kick a reporter in
the groin in our office.

Don’t use the Oxford
comma.

-Wallace S. Nathan ‘57

________________
The teamwork, and the
feeling of family.
-R. Emanuel Scott, Jr. ‘98
________________
The Ticker was more than
just a college newspaper or
an extracurricular activity.
The team of editors who
ran the newspaper in 2007
- 2009 became a close-knit
group of friends.
Each year, we organized
a Secret Santa and we’d
convert the drab Ticker

office into a holiday celebration, where we’d laugh,
exchange presents and
stuff our faces. We still do
this today.
-Michael Wursthorn ‘10
________________
Reporting exposés about
our corrupt student government embezzling money. Also my “enlisting” in
several branches of armed
services and reporting recruiters’ lies. Stopped short
of signing contracts. My
series earned three credits on independent study
with faculty adviser Jason
Marks.
-Bob Guiliano ‘76

________________
All sitting around talking
and on our typewriters.
-Ann Sigmund Cahn ‘60

________________
First time seeing my name
in print.
-Tom Swift ‘71

-Bob Guiliano ‘76

________________
Unfortunately, the biggest
Baruch news story covered during my time at
The Ticker was about the
death of a student. When
the news had broke about
Chun “Michael” Deng’s
passing, it was heartbreaking ...
I remember I was in
class and then I received
a message about it and I
immediately left class to
get to the office to start
gathering the facts. Our
goal was to be as sensitive and respectful to the
situation as possible. His
death and the resulting
changes made to Baruch

College’s student life
continued to be top news
throught my time ...
-Nicole Clemons ‘17
________________
I reported on grade inflation in the accounting department with the News
Editor, Chase Collum,
during my last semester
at Baruch in Spring 2012.
It caused quite a stir at the
time and even got picked
up by Business Insider.
-Gizelle Lugo ‘12

________________

-Rebecca Simon ‘17

________________
Be curious. Don’t just
print any old press release
and think you’re doing
journalism.
Likewise,
don’t assume every decision is malfeasant.
-Ed Unneland ‘87

________________
Report the truth, question
everything, be open minded.
-Neil Bergman ‘71

Student government trying to shut down the paper by withholding funding, because the paper
didn’t support the student
administration.
-Rebecca Herman ‘79

________________
The official naming of
the college as The Baruch
School.
-Ruth Perelson ‘58

Keep your friends and
colleagues close after you
leave the paper. There’s just
something about being
up late on a Thursday and
Friday night to get an issue
out that creates a bond between people.
Many of my old writers and editors have gone
on to work in newsrooms
around the country or
have been successful in
other industries, but we
always look out for our fellow Ticker alumns.
-Caroline Albanese ‘13

________________

________________
Enjoy every second of it.
Enjoy the late nights, enjoy the extra work, enjoy
the back and forth with
editors, enjoy the deadlines, enjoy every single
detail because never again
will journalism, and the
pursuit of being a great
journalist, be as pure as it
is now.
-Tim Petropoulos ‘11

________________

I would say to keep in
touch with one another.
While you may not all continue on into the world of
media and publishing, the
bonds you form now will
last you ages.
Be sure you help each
other out and celebrate the
little things. Oh, and try to
follow the style guide.
-Christopher Espejo ‘09
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Early Learning Center celebrates 25th year
BY JONATHAN SPERLING
MARKETING DIRECTOR

The Republican tax plan
proposed by
President Donald Trump cuts
taxes for the
people who
need tax cuts
the least. A
minimum wage
is required
to leverage the working class’
finances and protect them from
financial struggle.

BUSINESS 8
Senate scrutinizes tech
ﬁrms' role in election (p. 9)
Both Congress
and multiple
American intelligence
agencies have
claimed that
Russian participants used
social media
to negatively
influence the
2016 presidential election.

ARTS & STYLE 11
Thor: Ragnarok joins Marvel
Cinematic Universe (p. 12)
Hemsworth
reprises his role
as the titular
god of thunder
in this highly
anticipated,
entertaining
and exciting
film. The 17th
film in Marvel’s
mega-franchise
of intertwining superhero stories
is one of its best to date, featuring
fan-favorite characters like the
Hulk, Loki and Doctor Strange.

SCIENCE & TECH 15
Opioid crisis commission
releases ﬁnal report (p. 16)
President Donald Trump’s
Commission
on Combating
Drug Addiction
and the Opioid
Crisis released
its final report
one week after
addiction was
declared a public health emergency. The report suggested,
among other things, creating
federally funded programs.

JONATHAN SPERLING | THE TICKER

The Early Learning Center, which opened in 1992, cares for, supports and educates the children of current Baruch students.

Men's basketball falls to Providence, women's
volleyball falls to Hunter in CUNYAC semifinal
BY MATTEO FLAMMIO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

theticker.org
@baruchticker
BaruchTicker
@baruchticker
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USG senator
resigns; two seats
now left open
BY BIANCA MONTEIRO

The Baruch College men’s basketball team traveled to Providence College to face the Friars in an exhibition
game, losing 87-53. This was a friendly match before Baruch’s regular season opens up against Kean University
on Wednesday, Nov. 15. This is the fifth year in a row that the Bearcats have started their season against a toptier Division I basketball program. The Friars are hoping that this season will be a greater success, after losing
in the first round of the NCAA Tournament 75-71 to the University of Southern California Trojans. The Bearcats
are looking to advance further in the CUNY Athletic Conference tournament after losing to the College of
Staten Island Dolphins 71-54 in the semi-final game.
The Friars were able to dominate the entirety of their matchup with Baruch. After the first half, the Bearcats
were down 41-24, and Providence did not slow down in the second half, dominating 46-29. Baruch’s scoring
was led by Bryler Paige with 14 points in 29 minutes, and Division III Preseason All-American Chimaechi
Ekekeugbor, who had 13 points in 34 minutes.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 18

Disability Services supports Baruch students

SPORTS 18
Yankees, Girardi part ways
after 9 years (p. 19)
The Yankees
have surprisingly decided
not to renew
manager Joe
Girardi’s contract. Girardi
led the Yankees
to a 2009 World
Series victory,
and led them to
the ALCS this season in what was
supposed to be a rebuilding year.
The team has started its search
for a replacement.

For the more than 4.8 million
undergraduate college students
in the United States who have dependent children, juggling school
with child care is no easy task. A
study conducted by the Institute
for Women’s Policy Research in
September 2017 found that four
in 10 women at two-year colleges
were “likely or very likely to drop
out of school” due to child care obligations, meaning that now, more
than ever, student parents are requiring a support system.
Just blocks away from the Newman Vertical Campus stands a
place trying to provide just that for
Baruch College students — the Baruch College Early Learning Center. The center, which was originally
known as the Baruch College Child
Care Center at its inception in 1992,
has just celebrated its 25th anniversary last month, marking a long
history of engaging the children of
Baruch students in workshops, relationship building, group and individual activities, exploration and
much more.
Lorraine
Mondesir
serves
as the center’s current director,
bringing 30 years of childcare
experience.

NEWS ASSISTANT
The Baruch College Undergraduate Student Government
has now officially seen two table
resignations, with Representative
Senator Josue Mendez leaving on
the evening of Nov. 7 and Treasurer Ehtasham Bhatti departing
on Nov. 9.
Bhatti announced his resignation to the table during a senate
meeting two weeks prior.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

PITS draws
crowds to the PIT
BY SETH CERRATE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

“We have Livescribe pens — I took one of these out to show you because they’re so cool,” said Patricia Fleming, director of Baruch College’s Disability Services, in her second floor office of the Newman Vertical Campus.
She pulled out the pen and pad from the case and demonstrated how it worked: the pen is a recording device that syncs up with its matching notebook.

Playwright Noah Rauchwerk’s
passion project PITS: The Unauthorized Holes Musical drew in a
crowd of millennials to the Peoples Improv Theatre for an evening performance that left many
shocked at the hilarious renditions of beloved Holes characters.
The PIT hosts a variety of improvisation classes, as well as an
in-house bar. The musical follows the life of protagonist Danley Yelnad, the parody version of
the cursed Stanley Yelnats, who
winds up in a juvenile detention
camp for a crime that he did not
commit. At the camp, boys dig
holes in the dirt and hope to find
pieces of treasure to earn a day
off from the Warden, played by
Savannah-Lee Mumford.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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Baruch's Disability Services supports 415 students, supplying them with diﬀerent provisions based on their individual needs.
BY VICTORIA MERLINO
NEWS EDITOR
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Center provides nurturing environment for students' children
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
She began her tenure at the center in February 2017. Previously,
she served as the director of the
Early Childhood Center at Brooklyn College, an assistant teacher at
Columbia University and has also
worked at a private day care.
“We had a curriculum showcase
for our families to talk a little bit
about what we do here at the center and to have the parents become
involved in an actual activity that
their child would be involved in at
school,” said Mondesir.
The center also offers a strong
family support network, including
a family worker that offers support
to student parents and parenting
workshops.
The topics of this academic
year’s workshops include “Handling Your Child's Anger, Frustration and Fears,” “Juggling Demands of Work, School and Home,”
“Power Battles — Why They Happen and How To Avoid Them” and
“Setting Limits.”
“I told her she was going to
come to school, she was excited
and I’ve seen her develop so much.
I even opted from putting her in
pre-K to keep her here until she’s
five because I really like what they
do here,” said Lilliana Sarmiento,
an accounting major whose 4-yearold daughter, Esmeralda, attends
the Early Learning Center.
“I used to be an evening student
most of the time in my beginning
semesters and I still would bring
her [Esmeralda] 8 [a.m.] to 5 [p.m.].
I wanted her to have an experience
with other children because she’s
an only child, so I thought that was
really important for me, to prepare
her for when she really has to go to
school … for me to be able to go to
the library and have some time just
relax and do my study things means
a lot,” said Sarmiento, who went on

JONATHAN SPERLING | THE TICKER

The Early Learning Center is one of 16 child care centers across the CUNY system. It has recently started accepting children of Baruch faculty this current semester.
to state that the center’s child care
services made it possible for her to
attend her “dream school.”
This sentiment was echoed by
Yessenia Interiano, a psychology
major whose 3-year-old son also
attends the Early Learning Center.
“It’s easier because I can have
the access, I’m close to him. If
something happens, I can just run
and come to the center and see
what’s going on. I like it because he
can learn more, rather than just sit-

ting at home watching TV,” Interiano said. “You know that your child
is secure here and not in someplace
else,” she said.
The center’s relatively low costs
also attract parents. According to
Mondesir, “tuition” costs for the
center range from $40 per week to
as little as $5 for parents who meet
the income requirement for grants.
Children between the ages of 2 and
5 may be enrolled in the center,
which is licensed to accommodate

up to 30 children.
In 1997, The Ticker reported that
the Early Learning Center, which
was serving 41 children at the time,
was in jeopardy of cutting back
services or even closing due to lost
funding in years past. Fortunately
for Baruch's student parents, the
center remains open.
The Early Learning Center is
one of 16 child care centers across
CUNY, including ones at Queens
College, Kingsborough Commu-

nity College and College of Staten
Island, among others.
It is located at 104 East 19th
Street on the second floor and operates from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. from
Monday through Thursday and 8
a.m. to 3 p.m. on Friday.
Parents must be currently enrolled as Baruch students for their
child to attend the center. For further information, call 212-387-1420
or visit the Office of Student Life for
an application.

CCSD offers advocacy, support to students with disabilities in CUNY
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
As a student takes notes in class,
the pen records the professor. If
the student gets distracted or cannot keep up with the professor, the
student can leave a space in their
notes and continue onward. When
the student gets home, Fleming
explained excitedly, the student
does not have to listen to the entire
recording — the student can just
touch the page in question with the
pen, and the pen will skip to that
portion of the recording.
This is Fleming and this is Baruch College’s Disability Services:
always happy to assist students in
need. Across the 24 CUNY campuses, there are 11,000 students
with disabilities. Fleming said that
she and her staff service the 415
students with disabilities who are
registered at Baruch.
The Livescribe pen is only one
example of what Disability Services
offers to students.
Other services include lending out other assistive technology
items like laptops, facilitating special academic accommodations
and providing a specialized career counselor through the CUNY
LEADS program.
Students with disabilities can
take exams in the Disability Services office and there is a computer
lab available for students who need
assistive technologies.
Shneur Silverstein, a student
who utilizes Baruch’s Disability
Services office, said that the office
has “been super helpful” to him,
accommodating him sufficiently.
While he experienced some issues at Baruch, such as some professors being stricter than others,
he felt that most [professors] were
“pretty understanding” about his
needs and were able to accommodate him.
He admitted to being frustrated

by advisement, saying that counselors often do not know the curriculum of classes and often cannot
advise him on which ones to take
based on the needs of his disability.
However, Silverstein also said
that although Baruch’s Disability
Services was a useful tool, more education on its services was needed,
as many students do not understand its full scope.
“I think that CUNY does a very
good job … SUNY is not where we
are, a lot of private schools [too],”
said Fleming. However, she added
that she would like to see more proactive thinking when it comes to
implementing changes within the
CUNY system.
The example Fleming gave was
the debut of the Excelsior Scholarship earlier this year. Fleming was
assured that students with disabilities would not be discriminated
against, and that these students
would not be denied the scholarship because of any semesters they
had taken off from school because
of their disabilities.
However, there were no systems
in place to accommodate these students.
Fleming described an instance
in which a Baruch student approached her to tell her that while
they had initially been accepted for
the scholarship, they were later denied due to a semester missed from
school.
Fleming made some calls and
resolved the issue for the student, but wished the process
were simpler.
“I think that’s a lot of steps to
go through for a student,” said
Fleming.
While it was not a complaint
against CUNY, continued Fleming,
she would like CUNY to “really look
first” at the needs of students with
disabilities before it enacts any new
program or policy.

CALVIN RONG | THE TICKER

The Disability Services oﬃce is located on the second ﬂoor of the NVC and features computer and testing rooms for students.
As for students on campus who
would like to be allies to students
with disabilities, Fleming responded, “You don’t have to be a person
with disabilities to be an advocate.”
“The minute someone on campus hears the student has a disability the student gets sent to my
office,” said Fleming. “Just because
a student has a disability doesn’t
mean they should be siphoned into
the disability office — that’s segregation and it’s against the law.”
There are other resources that
students with and without disabilities can reach out to in order to advocate for students with
disabilities.
A major disability advocate in
CUNY is the CUNY Coalition for
Students with Disabilities, an alliance of different disability clubs
and organizations in CUNY that
work to support one another and

lobby the government so that
CUNY can continue to serve students with disabilities.
Founded in 1989 at the CUNY
Graduate Center, CCSD allows
both students with and without
disabilities to join.
“I would like to see CUNY continue to be a leading vehicle for the
upward mobility for students with
disabilities,” said Bryan Wigfall, the
chairperson of CCSD and a political science major at CCNY.
During the CUNY Board of
Trustees hearing on Oct. 16, Wigfall
testified to urge the board to improve academic policy for students
with disabilities, namely by requiring all professors to add a disability
statement to all syllabi that would
name disability services on campus
and guarantee accommodations.
A former CCSD chair also testified at the hearing, advocating for

more funding from the state for
CUNY students with disabilities.
Wigfall advocates for students without disabilities to join
CCSD alongside students who do
have them.
“[Students] can be [allies] by
agreeing to meet with students
with disabilities, form partnerships
and beginning to work with them
to create a plan, and campaign to
create awareness about the needs
of students with disabilities, as
well as to be able to ensure that
there is equal access to resources
and opportunities and facilities,”
Wigfall said.
“I think if you’re a social justice
advocate, you will be, automatically, a disability advocate,” said Fleming. Though there is always more to
be done, Baruch’s Disability Services is, for now, doing all that it can to
be an advocate.
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BSA gears up for 2nd mock wedding 'Langar Day' promotes
generosity in students
BY SAHAR ILYAS

STAFF WRITER

As a prelude to its second annual “Mock Wedding” event on Nov.
14, the Bangladeshi Student Association held its first-ever “Mehndi
and Mishti” event on Nov. 9. Traditional Bangladeshi weddings
sometimes last up to a week
or longer.
The length of the wedding festivities depends on the family,
but there are a few events that always take place for all weddings.
The mehndi night is one of them.
Mehndi means henna and mishti
is the word for Bangladeshi sweets.
During this night, henna is drawn
on hands and feet, sweets are distributed and there is a lot of dancing and music.
The mock wedding turned out
to be so successful last year that
the BSA decided it would add on
this mehndi event to the mock
wedding this year.
The event’s purpose is to share
more of the Bangladeshi culture
with Baruch students and add a
little more authenticity to how
weddings are done. In charge of
planning the whole event and
the upcoming mock wedding is
Sadia Huque, BSA’s vice chair of
fundraising.
When entering the room where
the event was held, the first things
noticeable were the vibrant colors.
BSA draped long pieces of cloth
in different, bright colors around
the room, with the colors representing the liveliness surrounding
weddings.
The music was loud and everyone seemed to be enjoying themselves. Lamia Aesha, the president
of BSA, said, “The sense of unity
and family and everyone coming
together to have a good time is
what the atmosphere of all weddings is like.”

BY COURTNEY GERVAIS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

ANGEL TORRES | THE TICKER

One feature of the "Mehndi and Mishti" event was a sari-wrapping competition.
The event opened with a sari
competition. A sari is one of the
traditional garbs of Bangladeshi
women; it is one long piece of fabric that is elaborately fashioned
into a skirt and then draped across
the upper torso. It can also come
with a blouse to wear underneath.
The twist to this competition
was that the men in the audience
were competing to see who could
make a sari the fastest. They were
first given a tutorial, but it proved
to be harder than they thought and
they eventually needed help from
some of the women present. After
a few tries, the winner ended up
being Rabir Hammam, the groom
of the mock wedding.
After the competition, the at-

Senator resigns from
USG, leaves vacant seat
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
He made his leave official after
the latest board of directors meeting. Mendez — who, similarly to
Bhatti, mentioned work and academic commitments as a reason
for leaving — announced his immediate resignation in private to
the table and did not attend the
Nov. 7 senate meeting.
Mendez, a senior, stressed his
upcoming work as a major deciding factor in his resignation. He
currently holds a job and a fivecourse academic load, along with
an upcoming internship.
“I knew that I was not going to
be a good representative senator
with all this in mind. This position
is better off going to someone who
has the time, who has the passion,
who has that drive to be a better
representative senator than I do
right now,” Mendez said in an interview with The Ticker.
Mendez also recounted issues
with team synergy as a contributor. He explained that while everyone on the table is dedicated
to completing their work, the absence of flourishing relationships
with the rest of the table pushed
his resignation.
“That was a big thing I had to
consider when leaving the table:
do I feel like this will get fixed
sometime soon? Do I feel like I
can work with this team to create
something and, even in spite of all
the things in my life, can I see myself still being a great team member with these other people? And
I couldn’t see that, not to discredit
anybody,“ Mendez said.
Mendez’s resignation was put
into effect immediately and he
will not be attending any remaining senate meetings, leaving his

seat vacant until his replacement
is elected. During the Nov. 7 senate meeting, Executive President
Isabel Arias explained, with confirmation from the table, that USG
will be pushing the elections for
the previous open representative
senator position and this new position to Nov. 21.
The previous representative
senator position was opened after the confirmation of Suzanna
Egan as the new USG treasurer.
While the Tuesday follows a Friday schedule, the table agreed to
convene on that day so they can
elect the new senators in a more
efficient manner.
The table hopes that this will
help retain a higher number of applicants for both seats, rather than
some candidates getting deterred
if they do not make it during the
first round of elections.
Issues about the strain of the
still-vacant chair of appeals position have also risen. The table,
however, is ultimately waiting for
new senators to be confirmed before deciding who should be nominated and elected to this position.
Emma Jorgensen, who was previously the vice chair of appeals, is
currently holding the interim chair
of appeals position until a senator
is able to take her place.
In order to be considered for
the position, a candidate must be
available during the senate meetings on Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. and
have a minimum 6-credit course
load and a minimum 2.5 GPA. The
candidate cannot currently be an
executive board member on any
club. A resume, a cover letter and
a video are all needed for the application itself. Forms to apply for
representative senator are currently on USG social media.

tendees could get their mehndi
done while food was served.
The table was decorated with
flowers and candles and there was
an assortment of sweet and savory
Bangladeshi food. Besides mishti,
the event also had mini samosas,
cake and street snack pani puri.
The two main people of any
wedding are the bride and groom.
For this mock wedding, BSA chose
Samia Jalil, its chair of public relations, and her boyfriend, Hammam.
They sat at the head of the table
where the food was spread out,
surrounded by their friends. As the
event came to a close, everyone
including the bride and groom got
up to dance.

Anyone heading to Avenue C
on Thursday, Nov. 9 from 12:30
p.m. to 2:30 p.m. would have had
the pleasure of participating in
“Langar Day,” hosted by the Baruch College United Sikh Association. The typical dining room
setup was nowhere to be seen;
instead the cafeteria was transformed into the cultural likeness
of a Sikh Gurdwara temple.
Langar is a term in Sikhism
used to describe a free meal that
is served daily in any Gurdwara
temple that supports the homeless, as well as unifies part of a
community through the sharing
of a meal. For Baruch’s “Langar
Day,” all participants were given
not just a free meal, but the opportunity to be truly immersed in Sikh
culture.
In order to enter the festivities,
students were asked to cover their
heads in a Sikh Patka, as well as
wash their hands to not only show
respect, but to cleanse themselves
before their meal.
“It is how we are able to cleanse
ourselves inside and outside.
Washing your hands cleanses your
outside body and food is able to
cleanse your inside,” according to
Pushpinder Kaur, the association’s
secretary.
As students walked into the cafeteria, they were given their meals
and the opportunity to eat. They
kneeled or sat cross-legged on the
cafeteria floor on rugs provided by
the association and were able to
talk to other students.
The concept behind this arrangement is that there is not one
person above or below the others.
As Kaur explained, “[On the floor]

everyone is equal. We are all on
the same level here.”
All of the food given out was
in line with the Sikh culture, and
represented the idea of sharing
the things one person creates with
the community. One of the major
goals of the United Sikh Association is to provide students with information on Sikhism, as well as
share the religion's virtues of community and giving.
Kaur elaborated, stating: “In
America it is easy to say, ‘Me first,’
but we try to promote the principle
of sharing the things we have.”
With a strong immigrant community, it is important for Baruch
Sikhs to maintain their culture
in the United States, and create
a space where they are not only
Americans, but also staying true to
their culture and background.
Along with being a fundraiser,
the event doubled as a learning
experience.
The event also served to help
the homeless. Through “Langar
Day” and other tabling events at
Baruch, the association has a goal
of raising approximately $2,000 in
order to create care packages and
distribute them through the city.
This effort is in conjunction with
other CUNY Sikh associations.

For Baruch’s “Langar Day,” all
participants were given not
just a free meal,
but the opportunity to be
truly immersed in Sikh
culture.
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Baruch organizers fail to help
promote student voter turnout
During the 2016 presidential election, the importance of voting and
exercising one’s democratic rights was made evident by the wide array
of polarizing opinions. For many people, the need to vote did not warrant second-guessing.
For others, the strong opposition to one of the candidates was
enough to galvanize them to put in a ballot. As always, however, there
were many people who did not care enough to vote. To combat political
indifference in individuals, the CUNY system worked hard to educate
people on why taking the time out of one’s day to vote is important.
In the past, Baruch College held rallies, tabling sessions, discussions
and many other organized public events to promote Election Day. In
contrast, barely any effort was shown to encourage voting in the 2017
mayoral election held on Nov. 7.
The mayoral election has more of a bearing on the lives of New Yorkers
than the presidential election. Baruch seemed to ignore this, as it failed
to express pro-voting sentiment for this election as openly as it did in
previous years for other elections.
Aside from one tabling event without strong visibility, Baruch did
not do anything noticeable to promote voting in the mayoral race. Although Baruch had an on-site voting location, most students are registered to vote in different districts.
This election gave students the chance to choose their local representatives in the municipal government. While the White House deals
with issues on a colossal scale, municipal legislators make a diference
in the everyday lives of New Yorkers.
CUNY’s mission statement includes the intent to promote citizenship for all of its students. Voting is one of the most direct ways to exercise citizenship. If Baruch had allocated time for students to vote or
further promoted the mayoral race, more people would have been encouraged to vote.
With the increasingly large gap between people of different political
beliefs, this mayoral election was extremely important.
Failing to participate in the democratic process is not acceptable because citizens should all be concerned with who their representatives
are. In a sense, Baruch facilitated indifference and ignorance to political current events by failing to properly promote the mayoral election.
For future elections, Baruch should be more proactive in stimulating
political involvement — especially in smaller elections — so it can keep
in line with the mission statement it preaches.

DNAinfo shuttered amid union vote
On Nov. 2, DNAinfo and Gothamist LLC were shut down, following a vote by newsroom workers at both organizations to join the labor union Writers Guild of America, East. The decision came from CEO
Joe Ricketts.
“The decision by the editorial team to unionize is simply another
competitive obstacle making it harder for the business to be financially
successful,” said a DNAinfo spokesperson.
DNAinfo was a powerhouse in local reporting, often picking up on
street-level stories that larger papers like The New York Times and The
Wall Street Journal would not allocate resources to covering. Gothamist
provided analyses of New York City’s culture, from the food scene to the
fashion world. Together, the two websites brought information about
New York’s goings-on to at least 9 million people, according to Ricketts.
Ricketts choosing to shut down the companies rather than selling
is clearly a reactionary move that will erode the former employees’
livelihoods.
Moreover, closing DNAinfo and Gothamist will leave many communities around the city in the dark and without substantial neighborhood
journalistic coverage, despite existing in one of the world’s capitals of
journalism.
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THE POLITICKER: Republican tax
restructuring requires rethinking

REUVEN GLEZER

A

s one of the hottest topics in
the 2016 presidential election, it is necessary to wonder why a serious initiative on tax
reform in the country has taken so
long. However, seeing as President
Donald Trump's administration
has been unable to reach any form
of compromise in 2017, it seems to
be expected that one of the most
contested aspects of U.S. civil and
political culture continues to be
unresolved. Americans continue to
wonder how much of their income
will go to a government that seems
unable to decide where or what any
of that money should go toward.
With the recent announcement
from Trump that he would not reduce the amount of income, before
taxes, that can be saved in a 401(k)
plan, it has become obvious that
the grand Republican plan to completely cut taxes across the board is
nothing more than a farce.
The further talks of a flat tax or
a mass reduction in the tax rate are

both incredibly vague and inefficient on a practical level for the average U.S. citizen, unless one is part
of that stratum of society that does
not even need to consider taxes. As
of late, that demographic is clearly
who the Republican party is working for and toward.
The culture against taxation
needs to be deconstructed in this
country. What needs to be discussed is that taxation is the thing
that allows funding for the most essential yet basic of needs for a community, such as roads, schools and
power lines.
More importantly, the Republican tax plan to eliminate certain
tax breaks and somehow make up
for further revenue losses over the
next several decades seems to hold
no basis in practicality, nor does it
have any concrete details as to how
it may affect regular Americans in
the long run.
First, taxes need to be raised on
the upper income-earners of society while simultaneously removing
the tax protections they have lobbied for over the years in order to
constantly excuse themselves from
paying their fair share.
Second, a federal minimum
wage must be mandated to such
that Americans need not fear their
income going primarily to taxes.
The fear of taxation stems from the
fact that disposable income has
been decreasing as greater per-

centages of U.S. citizens’ incomes
face rising interests and mortgage
rates, resulting in a higher cost
of living.
After all, it is easy to see a tax
as not only an extra expense but a
cruel one as well.
The Republican tax plan begins
with the assumption that somehow
reducing taxes will create more
disposable income. By contrast, a
lack of accessibility to basic needs
will only increase the cost of those
needs.
This creates a loop in which the
lack of taxes will eventually require
a much higher increase in the very
taxes they hoped to avoid. More
importantly, these eventually higher taxes will hit the poorest U.S. citizens the hardest, thus affecting the
very same people who have been
fed the myth of “taxation as theft”
since former president Ronald Reagan’s administration.
Under the new administration,
citizens will have to deal with their
descendants paying more taxes in
a crumbling United States wherein
infrastructure and power become
more expensive and privatized. We
must begin to see taxation not as a
necessary evil, but as a motion for
the common good.
Reuven Glezer is a junior studying Literary Form and Writing. He
is the Managing Editor for Refract
Magazine.
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T

he negative impacts of commercial fishing are not things
most city folk worry about.
When eating seafood at a nice restaurant, most urban dwellers forget
the process it takes for that food to
get to their plates. Nevertheless, the
fishing process is a huge problem
that affects marine life around the
world. Overfishing occurs when
more fish are caught than the population can naturally provide.
This can affect an area for decades and leave fishing businesses
in a bind when there just are no
more fish to catch.
Fishers have to go further into
the ocean for a catch, which is often more dangerous and requires
better equipment and boats. Unsustainable fishing practices have
led 85 percent of the world’s fisheries to push their limits, according to
the World Wildlife Foundation.
Overfishing also takes away
natural predators, which can cause
an increase in other marine life that
may negatively affect the aquatic

community. For example, sardines
could overpopulate and decimate
plant life without the presence of
the bigger fish that eat them.
Another harmful fishing practice is the use of deep-sea trawlers.
Often unregulated, trawling is problematic because it entails dragging
weighted nets along the seafloor
in order to catch fish. These nets
destroy anything in their paths, including precious coral reefs.
The destruction of these reefs
can mean wiping out whole species
of marine creatures.
Recently, President Donald
Trump’s administration has called
for the resizing of the Pacific Remote Islands Marine National Monument and the Rose Atoll Marine
National Monument. These monuments protect the waters around
a handful of islands, most uninhabited and located south of the
Hawaiian Islands.
By resizing the monuments, the
government hopes to be able to
expand commercial fishing.

Finding a balance between fishing and overfishing is hard because
there are three goals: protecting
marine ecosystems, providing food
for the world’s population and ensuring job security for the millions
of fishers across the globe.
It is important for the government to realize that we must protect our oceans and invest in them.
Our oceans provide so many economic and social benefits that it is
just not feasible to let terrible fishing practices destroy them.
Groups like the Honolulu-based
Western Pacific Fishery Management Council seem to find a sweet
spot by enforcing and supporting
strict fishing laws and sustainable
practices while also encouraging
the abolition of the monuments.
Hopefully, supporting these groups
will allow our oceans to prosper
once more.
-Jessica Kraker
English/History '18
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Policies curb smoking
Japanese firm incentivizes employees to break the harmful habit.

T

he benefits of maintaining
a healthy lifestyle have just
been increased for employees of Piala Inc., a Japanese marketing firm. The company, based in
Tokyo, started giving nonsmoking
employees six more vacation days
per year compared to their colleagues who smoke. Nonsmoking
workers had complained that they
were working longer and harder
than their smoking colleagues,
and this new policy is a way to
reward the nonsmokers.
The breaks that are being discussed are not just five-minute
affairs. Each smoke break lasts for
around 15 minutes, and over time,
these breaks add up. Moreover, the
amount of time smokers devote to
smoking during work hours usually exceeds six days. This problem is
a big issue for Piala, as 35 percent
of its employees smoke.
Because the breaks do take
place during work hours, which
counts as the company’s time, the
policy is a fair one. The company is
being kind to workers by even allowing them to take smoke breaks
in the first place, and it makes
sense for workers who do not take
advantage of this opportunity to
receive a reward for not taking
these breaks.
Though many may argue that
it is unfair to punish those who
smoke, this new policy is not actually punishing anyone; rather,
it is just rewarding those who do
not smoke. This is a great push for
workers to quit smoking, as the
majority of them know that smoking is terrible for their health in
the first place. Piala’s CEO Takao
Asuka said that he “hope[s] to encourage employees to quit smoking through incentives rather than
penalties and coercion.”
Save for the equality factor of

giving nonsmokers these vacation
days, the company is trying to discourage its workers from smoking
at all with this policy. Encouraging
people not to smoke will not only
cut out the extensive breaks that
smoking workers take, but it will
also improve their health, which
would benefit Piala in the long
run. The number of people who
smoke in Japan is exponentially
higher than the number in the
United States, as 130,000 Japanese
people die because of cigarettes
each year. This is a small part of the
larger effort in Japan to decrease
the smoking rate.
This policy would never happen in the United States because
people would think that this is a
form of discrimination. In reality, this is not discriminatory in
any way.
Discrimination is being prejudiced against someone unjustly,
based on a condition that someone cannot control. Smoking is a
choice that can be controlled, no
matter how difficult it is to quit
once a person becomes addicted. Though many people may be
swayed by the benefits of quitting
smoking, those who do not want
to quit may be bitter about missing out on this promotion, and in
response, might take longer and
more frequent smoke breaks.
The measure is already working: four of the 45 Piala Inc. workers who smoke have already quit
since the policy was initiated in
September. The incentive of paid
vacation days is a great way for
companies to get workers to do
what the company desires, and
preventing people from smoking
is a perfect use of this power.
-Estelle Saad
Marketing '21
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House Republicans release biggest tax plan changes in years
BY JAHVON MEADOWS
BUSINESS EDITOR
On Thursday, Nov. 2, the House
Republicans released their latest
edition of a tax plan meant to rewrite the U.S. tax code. This plan
possibly represents the biggest
change to the tax code in the past
few decades, according to CNBC.
The passing of the plan could also
give President Donald Trump his
first large legislative win, a potentially important victory after the
Republicans failed to repeal Obamacare, even when holding the presidency and a majority in both the
House and the Senate.
The tax plan, titled the Tax Cuts
and Jobs Act, aims to cut taxes and
remove popular deductions in such
a way that may affect large swaths
of the U.S. economy. One of the
main propositions of the plan is a
reduction in the corporate tax rate
to 20 percent permanently.
This change would help firms
who have complained for years
about paying high taxes. Republicans have claimed that the lower
corporate tax rate would lead to
company employees receiving
higher salaries.
House Republicans also want to
decrease the number of income tax
brackets from seven to four, which
would be 12 percent, 25 percent,
35 percent and 39.6 percent, according to Bloomberg. The child
tax credit will be increased from
$1,000 to $1,600. So far, there will
be no changes to retirement accounts like 401(k)s, Roth IRAs and
Regular IRAs.
The Republican tax plan also

seeks to almost double the estate
tax exemption, eventually repealing the tax in six years. The estate
tax, also called the death tax, is a 40
percent tax on estates greater than
$5.49 million for individual filers,
and $11 million for married filers,
according to The New York Times.
One of the possible major
changes the tax plan wants to enact is reducing taxes for companies
with international earnings.
This is an attempt by House
Republicans to encourage U.S.
corporations to repatriate some
of the money they are currently
holding overseas. Keeping profits
overseas is popular among U.S.based companies because other
countries usually have much lower
corporate tax rates compared to the
United States.
The Republican plan would seek
to cut the tax rate of foreign-earned
income to 12 percent for cash and
5 percent for non-cash, according
to CNBC. Companies like Apple,
which hold hundreds of billions of
dollars in cash overseas, could benefit greatly from this policy change.
Other technology companies, who
also tend to hoard cash overseas,
may follow suit.
The standard deduction would
be nearly doubled as well, which
means that some middle-class
families could receive smaller tax
bills. However, this depends on
every person’s particular situation.
The bill also calls for the capping of
the state and local tax deduction,
so those who live in blue states with
high taxes, like New York and California, could end up paying more,
despite the increase in standard
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The Republican tax plan seeks to remove popular deductions and drop the corporate tax rate to 20 percent, among other things.
deduction.
Wealthy Americans benefit in
multiple ways. Since the tax brackets will be reduced to four, millionaires will all pay a steady rate of 39.6
percent. The increase in the estate
tax exemption, and its eventual
elimination along with the elimination of the alternative minimum
tax, which both apply largely toward the upper class, is mainly for
their benefit.
Despite Trump’s assertion
that “hedge fund guys are getting
away with murder,” they also benefit from the House Republican tax
plan. Trump promised during his
campaign to get rid of the carried
interest loophole, which allowed

the fees paid to wealthy people on
Wall Street to be taxed at the much
lower capital gains rates, instead of
the regular income tax rate. However, a fix to this loophole is not in
the House Republican tax plan.
Graduate students, charities
and the sick are among those who
could be negatively impacted by
the tax plan. For graduate students,
the plan would tax tuition waivers
as income, in some cases doubling
the amount that these students
would need to pay in taxes.
Charities are worried that the
increase in the standard deduction
will reduce people’s incentive to
give to charity to reduce their taxable income, which would lead to

less giving to charity overall. Under
the plan, the deduction for medical expenses would be eliminated.
According to The New York Times,
AARP stated that, “they strongly
opposed the repeal of the deduction and said that doing so would
impose a health tax on the oldest
and sickest Americans.”
According to CNBC, the Joint
Committee on Taxation of the
nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office estimates that the new
House Republican tax plan would
increase federal budget deficits by
$1.7 trillion over the next 10 years.
U.S. debt would also increase 6
percent to 97.1 percent of gross domestic product in 2027.

President Trump nominates Powell as Fed Chair to replace Yellen
BY JAHVON MEADOWS
BUSINESS EDITOR
On Nov. 2, President Donald
Trump nominated Jerome Powell,
Federal Reserve governor, to become the new chairman of the Fed,
replacing former chair Janet Yellen.
Powell was first appointed to the
Fed board in 2012 by former President Barack Obama.
Trump described Powell as an
intelligent and committed leader who would “build on Yellen’s
achievements in steering the U.S.
economy after the recovery from
the 2007-2009 financial crisis,” according to Reuters.
Powell seems to have similar
ideas to Yellen regarding policy.
Powell has worked with Yellen for
the last five years, supporting her
actions in monetary policy.
Both share a similar concern
that weak inflation legitimized the
Fed’s measured approach in raising interest rates in recent years.
However, Powell has also called for
the lessening or removal of some
regulations imposed on banks as
a result of the 2008 financial crisis,
which is what Trump wants.
It seems he will largely maintain the Fed’s status quo with some
changes to be implemented in
the future.
According to CNBC, he is
“viewed as a convenient choice,
someone who likely will continue
the programs of the Yellen Fed but
allow Trump a chance to put his
own stamp on the central bank.”
Powell will take over for Yellen
when her four-year term as Fed
chair ends in February 2018. Powell’s nomination means that Yellen
will be the first U.S. central bank
chief not to serve for a second term
since 1979.
Trump has praised Yellen in the
past but he did not explain why

he passed her up for nomination.
Under Yellen’s guidance, the Fed
has supervised an economy in its
ninth year of economic growth and
a 16-year-low in unemployment.
Powell will have to maintain said
growth and somehow appease a
president who wants it to increase
at a much faster rate.
The Fed chair change comes at
a critical point when after almost
a decade of unparalleled stimulus
to mitigate economic damage from
the financial crisis, the central bank
will need to maneuver its way into
more normal monetary policy.
Compared to his predecessors,
Powell was not an economist but
a former lawyer and investment
banker.
Once he is confirmed, his two
main goals will be to figure out
how quickly interest rates should
be raised and how to continue unwinding the Fed’s balance sheet.
The most important job of
central bankers is to increase or
decrease interest rates that are
meant to promote job growth and
keep inflation rates steady and at a
manageable level.
In line with Yellen’s actions,
Powell will most likely continue to
gradually increase interest rates if
the economy continues to improve.
“The economy is as close to our
assigned goals as it has been for
many years,” said Powell in a June
speech at the Economic Club of
New York, according to CNN Money. “Risks to the forecast now seem
more balanced than they have
been for some time.”
Powell’s nomination to Fed
chair has not alarmed the finance
industry as analysts do not expect
the Fed to change much.
Powell will also have to oversee the Fed’s unwinding of some
$4.5 trillion in investments on its
balance sheet. After the financial
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Powell has worked with Yellen and supported many of her policies. His nomination is seen as a continuation of the status quo.
crisis, the Fed purchased the U.S.
Department of the Treasury and
mortgage-backed securities in an
attempt to stimulate the economy.
These investments were meant to
reduce borrowing costs for people.
The Fed also reduced its benchmark interest rate to zero to encourage banks to lend more money
to one another.
In September, it finally began
to unwind those investments from
over a decade ago and began rais-

ing the interest rate in December
2015. Powell voted in favor of winding down the Fed’s balance sheet in
September, and similar to Yellen,
he is open to the Fed making massive investment purchases in case
of another crisis.
However, unlike Yellen, he has
supported reducing some of the
regulations currently imposed on
banks including the Volcker Rule,
which prevents banks from making risky investments with taxpayer

money. Several top bank lobbying
organizations lauded the decision
by Trump to choose Powell for the
role, most likely because of his desire to lessen regulations on banks.
According to CNN Money, Ken
Bentsen Jr., the president and CEO
of Securities Industry and Financial
Markets Association, commended
Powell as someone who would
“give markets and investors great
confidence” and provide a “steady
hand.”
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Senate Intelligence Committee holds hearings for tech firms
BY JAHVON MEADOWS
BUSINESS EDITOR
Congress and U.S. intelligence
agencies have agreed that the
Kremlin attempted to divide the
general public on topics such as
race and religion, as well as influence the political climate during
the 2016 presidential election.
The
Russian
government
achieved this feat largely through
the use of social media, which allowed Russian sponsors to spread
misinformation and libel against
Democratic presidential candidate
Hillary Clinton. They further stirred
the public’s emotions through
false or exaggerated posts targeting minority groups, the police
and others.
According to Bloomberg, one
account called “Army of Jesus” depicted Clinton with devil horns and
red skin in a fight against Jesus. The
caption encouraged Facebook users to like the post if they wanted
Jesus to win.
Another Facebook post, titled “Stop Islamization of Texas,”
showed an event that took place at
the same date and time as a “United Muslims of America” event.
Besides degrading Clinton,
many of these posts were meant to
reduce the public’s faith in American democracy and government
institutions.
According to The New York
Times, these inflammatory posts
spread by Russian sponsors
reached more than 126 million
users on Facebook. Additionally,
more than 131,000 messages were
posted on Twitter and over 1,000
videos were uploaded to Google’s
YouTube service.
The U.S. Senate Select Committee on Intelligence recently
called for hearings from the technology companies most involved
in the spread of false informa-

tion, namely Facebook, Twitter and Google. The companies
sent detailed disclosures to Congress describing the extent of
the Kremlin’s misinformation
campaign.
In its prepared remarks, Facebook stated that the Internet Research Agency, a Russian company
with ties to the Kremlin, posted
thousands of inflammatory media
content seen by around 29 million
users. Those users then liked and
shared said content with tens of
millions of others. A similar process occurred on the photo-sharing
application Instagram, where the
company had to delete approximately 170 accounts tied to Russian
sponsors.
The Senate Intelligence Committee’s hearings were attended by
top lawyers representing the social
media giants. According to The New
York Times, both Democrat and Republican members of the committee expressed disappointment that
the answers provided by the companies’ respective general counsel were insufficient and implored
them to do better.
In reference to the hearings,
Democratic Sen. Dianne Feinstein
of California said, “I went home last
night with profound disappointment. I asked specific questions, I
got vague answers.”
Senate Intelligence Committee
members were also dissatisfied by
the general counsel’s appearance
at the hearings instead of the company’s executives.
“I’m disappointed that you’re
here, and not your CEOs,” said
independent Sen. Angus King of
Maine. The committee also highlighted that the technology companies involved in the Russian misinformation campaign seemed to
ignore the issue.
According to The New York
Times, Sen. Mark Warner of Vir-
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Intelligence agencies and Congress have claimed that Russian participants used social media to inﬂuence the 2016 election.
ginia claimed that the Senate Intelligence Committee had raised
the issue earlier in the year but was
“blown off by the leadership of your
companies.”
Several times before the election, Facebook said its own security
team came across threats targeted
toward employees of the Democratic and Republican parties from
a group known as APT28, an organization that U.S. law officials previously linked to Russian military
intelligence operations. The IRA
also purchased $100,000 in advertisements from Facebook.
One Baruch College junior, Eileen Gerard, said, “I don’t trust
most of the information I read on
social media, anyways. From now
on, I’ll be especially careful.”
All three companies argued that
their respective influences on the
2016 presidential election were
not as great as Congress’ and intel-

ligence agencies claim they were.
Facebook is expected to say that the
amount of content produced by the
Kremlin-backed IRA represents a
mere 0.004 percent of total content
in a user’s news feed.
“Put another way, if each of
these posts were a commercial
on television, you’d have to watch
more than 600 hours of television
to see something from the [Internet
Research Agency],” Colin Stretch,
the general counsel for Facebook,
might say from prepared remarks,
according to Bloomberg.
Twitter has claimed that the
1.4 million Russia-linked tweets
“represented less than three quarters of 1 percent of all electionrelated tweets” from September to
November 2016.
Google states that the accounts
linked to Russian sponsors had
very low viewer counts, and there
was no evidence that they explicitly

targeted U.S. viewers.
In his remarks, Stretch called
the posts “deeply disturbing” and
an attempt to drive people apart.
He assured the committee that the
company was focused and determined to prevent similar events in
the future.
To prevent this from occurring
again, Facebook will soon introduce new features that will tell
people who purchased a particular
advertisement and will maintain a
public database of ads purchased
on the network, according to The
New York Times.
The company is also planning
to increase its number of content
reviewers. All three companies
have expressed interest in building tools to detect foreign sponsors
and misinformation on their respective websites, such as artificial
intelligence.
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Arts & Style
PIT stages PITS, amuses audiences with unauthorized parody
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Rauchwerk’s iteration rejected
the idea of an all-boys camp and
instead included a mixed-gender
cast with delinquents.
The most notable gender swap
was that of the character Zilch, a
spoof of Zero, who is now a petite
young African-American woman
played by actress Evan Simone.
From the onset, the plot propels itself with a solo performance
by Danley Yelnad, played by David Thomas Cronin, who dresses
in a tight-fitting ensemble of short
shorts, khakis and a striped, shortsleeved blue- and purple-collared
shirt.
We see him alone as he addresses a judge and the crowd for
stealing a pair of famous basketball sneakers. Soon, the judge,
played by Will Reber, descends
onto the stage from behind the
audience.
It is apparent that not a single
character in the comedic show
takes themselves seriously. They
constantly comment on their own
behavior by breaking the fourth
wall and even occasionally provide
their own sound effects.
When sending Danley to Camp
Wetwater, the judge literally says,
“gavel, gavel,” in lieu of striking
a gavel on the podium.Although
staged in an intimate black box
theater, the play does not lack an
elaborate setup. Projected above
the stage are cartoonish renditions
of the current setting produced by
Becca Schuchat.
The band and pianist are situated toward stage left and the rest
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PITS: The Unauthorized Holes Musical, initially produced at New York University over two years ago, is now staged at the PIT.
of the floor is where the plot takes
place.
The performance by the actors
is entertaining and refreshing, with
each scene introducing a different
quirk and highlighting the absurdity of the character. Each scene ended in laughter from the audience.
Surprisingly, the well-mannered Yellow Dotted Lizard, played
by Myles Phillips, stole the show
by being the most normal of the
cast. Each time it graced the stage
the audience laughed at its calm
demeanor.

The performance benefited
from a live band consisting of Ned
Steven on guitar, Jake Strauss on
bass, Andrew Weiss on drums and
Rauchwerk on the piano.
The dance and musical numbers do not adhere to one single
style, but instead a mesh of styles
put together such as pop rock,
jazz, rhythm and blues and power
ballads heightened by talented
performers.
In one instance, camper Gail,
played by Samantha Disney, awed
the crowd with her powerful vocal

runs that became an element of the
comedy.
The choreography and stage direction by Delia Kemph provides
the show with energy that carries
itself from scene to scene through
each of the underlying narratives.
By the time the viewer sees
Smoochin’ Sally Seesaw transform
into a badass treasure hunter with
a thing for kissing dead guys, her
musical number matures from
cheesy duets to edgy grunge rock.
Josy Soriano, who plays
Smoochin’ Sally and the Lawyer,

reveals her powerhouse voice
and salvages what remains of a
second act that lags a bit with repetitive jokes and excessive plot
explanations.
Emma Howard’s lighting design
is simple but effective in directing audience attention to the focal
points of each scene.
It is especially notable in a
number performed by Zilch and
Danley, where they grapple with
their feelings for each another.
Despite preparing for the role a
few weeks before, while studying
to get a yoga certification, Simone’s chemistry with Cronin was
palpable.
In an interview, Simone stated
that her preparation for the part
had been “a lot, because when I got
casted, I actually got casted kind
of last minute so I didn’t have that
much time to learn everything.”
She said that Rauchwerk's direction helped her handle the load
more easily.
The playwright’s inspiration for
writing PITS comes from reading
Louis Sachar's Holes and watching
the film adaptation.
“I thought it was amazing and
it was such a captivating story …
I wrote the song early on in high
school,” he said.
PITS was initially produced and
performed at New York University over two years ago, but is now
staged at the PIT. It will be on view
until Nov. 28.
When asked why they continue
to perform, Kemph said they perform “out of the kindness and love
of our goshdarn theater and Sacharloving hearts.”

Netflix releases new ‘Stranger Things’
season to slew of positive responses
BY MINA SONG
COMPILED BY MAXIM IBADOV
Disney has announced the cast
for the upcoming live-action version of The Lion King, which comes
during the month of the Broadway
musical’s 20th anniversary. Joining Donald Glover, who will play
the voice of Simba, are Beyoncé,
Chiwetel Ejiofor, Alfre Woodard,
Seth Rogen, John Oliver, Eric Andre and others. James Earl Jones
will reprise his role as Mufasa.
_______________________
Grammy Award-winning singer
and songwriter Jason Mraz is joining Sara Bareilles’ in the Broadway musical Waitress for a limited
10-week engagement. Mraz will
portray Dr. Jim Pomatter, the new
gynecologist in town who offers
local diner employee and baker
Jenna, currently played by Betsy
Wolfe, an escape from her abusive
marriage.
_______________________
Country artist Kenny Chesney
debuted at No. 1 on the Billboard
200 with his new album Live In No
Shoes Nation, for the eighth time.
Chesney sold 219,000 copies, most
of which were traditional album
sales — proving that there is still
space for CDs in the digital world
of streaming. Chris Brown’s new
45-track double album Heartbreak
on a Full Moon closes the pedestal
at No. 3, giving Brown his ninth total and consecutive top 10 album.
_______________________
The Boys in the Band, a play
about a group of gay men assembling in a New York City apartment
for their friend’s birthday, will return to Broadway on its 50th an-

niversary. The Boys in the Band is
written by Mart Crowley. The play
will star Zachary Quinto, Andrew
Rannells, Jim Parsons and Matt
Bomer — all of whom are open and
influential gay men.
_______________________
Disney and Marvel’s new superhero film Thor: Ragnarok
kicked off the 2017 holiday movie
season in powerful grip, debuting
with over $120 million as the Marvel Cinematic Universe continues
to fill theaters. A Bad Moms Christmas is second at the box office,
bringing in over $20 million from
its five-day start, but it is the road
ahead that will tell of its success
as it hopes to play well into the
holiday season. Jigsaw finishes up
third with almost $6 million in its
second week.
_______________________
One of New York City’s most
progressive, vibrant and experimental art venues, Performance
Space 122, will return to its original location in the East Village after six years of traveling from place
to place while the organization’s
building was renovated. A home
to many visual arts, dance and
theater events, Performance Space
122 will be led by new artistic director Jenny Schlenzka.
_______________________
Tony
Award-winner
Kelli
O’Hara will lead the Roundabout
Theatre Company’s revival of the
1948 musical Kiss Me Kate, based
on the Shakespeare play The Taming of the Shrew. Directed by Scott
Ellis, the production is expected to
open in February 2019.

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

One of Netflix’s most beloved
original series, “Stranger Things,”
finally returned for an actionpacked second season on Oct. 27.
The second season consists of
nine episodes, each unveiling the
emotional perception of the new
and old characters and introducing stranger creatures from the
Upside Down.
With a bigger budget for the
new season, “Stranger Things” indubitably expands its props and
graphic details, making the season
scarier just in time for the perfect
Halloween binge.
The show received huge attention after the first season for the
mashup of its iconic ‘80s background and an eerie sci-fi ambience that is very divergent from
traditional action movies.
The story starts with the disappearance of Will Byers, played by
Noah Schnapp, in what seems like
an undisturbed and tranquil town.
Freakish events start taking
place in the town and a character
named Eleven, shortened to El,
escapes from a nearby laboratory.
She possesses supernatural powers, supposedly coming from experiments in the lab.
The discovery of Will in a parallel dimension serves as the plot of
the entire storyline, which recurs
in the newest season.
Of course, things are not always
strange. There are humorous aspects that level out the grim details
of the story.
A year since the release of its
first season, “Stranger Things”
describes the daily lives of each
character where the story left off.
Although Will has been saved from
the Upside Down, more sinister

creatures menace the characters
who survived, especially Will. Secrets of the Hawkins National Laboratory were revealed in the first
season, but season two unveils the
shady things going on in the lab
once again.
From the finale of the previous
season, Jim Hopper, a cop played
by David Harbour, leaves El in the
woods.
The return of El was suspected
from the ending of the first season,
but it becomes evident in the preview of the seond.
The new season's storyline
keeps separate El's experience
from the Hawkins boys' and beautifully captures the progress in the
later episodes.
New characters are also added
to the season, introducing a new
dynamic for the protagonists as
they combat increasingly stronger
creatures.
Each of the boys plays a crucial
role in the discovery of the stranger
things happening in the town, and
the season puts the main focus on
Will, once again. Dustin and Lucas,
played by Gaten Matarazzo and
Caleb McLaughlin, respectively,
were the “shadow” of the group in
the first season, but they each get
their own storylines in the new
season.
There is also the addition of
Max, played by Sadie Sink, who
temporarily replaces the female
role of El in the boys' group and
plays a central role in the later episodes.
The lingering question is
whether the second season of
“Stranger Things” is as good as the
first.
The first season captures the
nostalgic sentiment and introduces the new sensation of a parallel
universe, while the second further

develops the plot and answers the
most enigmatic questions that remain from the first season.
Season two cannot share the
same sentiments of the first season, but the idea of “something
greater is about to happen” thrills
the critics who have yet to watch
the newest episodes.
The 8-hour second season
makes it easy for fans and critics
to binge-watch the series. According to The Hollywood Reporter, the
second season had over 15.8 million viewers within three days of its
release.
Of those statistics, 11 million
viewers are between the ages of 18
and 49.
The second season of “Stranger
Things” is dominating Netflix. In
comparison, season seven of “The
Walking Dead” averaged at 16.4
million views on Live+7 channel.
Shows like “Game of Thrones”
are harder to compare, because
many people watch the show on
HBO.
Critics from Rotten Tomatoes
gave the new season one of the
highest ratings compared to other
television series, giving it a 4.5/5
average rating.
Netflix has still not confirmed
the release of season three, but the
estimated release date is around
the end of 2018 or early 2019.
The Duffer Brothers, the producers of the show, revealed that
“Stranger Things” might continue
until season four.
They also revealed that there is
another definite time jump, so season three will have a jump in time
from season two. The kids will be
in high school in the next season,
and fans are already thrilled for the
mature group of boys who are no
longer just kids.
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What Does This Button Do? provides
insight into life of heavy metal icon
BY LUIS LUCERO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

For more than 40 years, British heavy metal band Iron Maiden
has established itself as not only
one of the most iconic rock bands,
but one of the most iconic music
acts overall.
One of the keys to Iron Maiden’s success is its charismatic front
man Bruce Dickinson. Since 1981,
he has brought his trademark operatic vocal style to the band and
laid the foundation for heavy metal
vocalists since.
But despite his image as one
of the most iconic heavy metal
singers, Dickinson has taken part
in many other extracurricular activities, including fencing, motivational speaking and flying commercial airliners.
While he gives interviews on a
frequent basis, Dickinson has never given fans the full story of how
he got to where he is currently,
until now.
Two years in the making, What
Does This Button Do? gives fans an
up close and personal look at the
life of a heavy metal icon.
Unlike other rock biographies,
which are written largely with the
assistance of ghostwriters, this one
was written entirely by Dickinson
himself in long form. Furthermore,
the overall structure of What Does
This Button Do? is very different
from similar books.
While it starts off as an autobiography, the book soon delves into
a series of scenes from his life, each
of which is told with his vivid eye
for detail.
In terms of his music, Dickinson covers a wide range of bands
throughout his career, both during and outside of his time in Iron

Maiden.
He touches on everything from
playing for cult classic metal band
Samson to his solo career after
initially leaving Iron Maiden in
1993. The days in Iron Maiden are
primarily focused on both the creation of the band’s classic albums
and several humorous stories from
that band’s various tours.
One fascinating revelation that
Dickinson brings to light is a failed
attempt at forming a heavy metal
supergroup back in the mid ‘90s,
with his choice in vocalists including fellow metal singers like
Judas Priest’s Rob Halford, as well
as Ronnie James Dio of Rainbow,
Black Sabbath and his self-titled
band Dio.
Fans looking to gain some hefty
inside information about Dickinson’s time in Iron Maiden, like
his relationship with bass guitarist
and songwriter Steve Harris, and
the events that led to his decision
to initially leave the band in 1993,
are going to be somewhat disappointed in this book.
If anything, his career as a musician is sort of brushed to the side
compared to his hobbies of fencing and flying airplanes, though
he does admit in the book that the
life of a metal musician is “not as
cracked up to be.”
Dickinson’s personal life is also
not featured in great detail. As the
musician explains in the acknowledgements, he made it a point
to have “no births, marriages or
divorces of me or anybody else.”
While its inclusion may have
made the book even more of a
fascinating read, this would have
increased its overall length. At 400
pages, the book is long enough as
it is.
A common recurring theme

throughout the book is passion
and dedication. Whenever Dickinson gets involved in a new activity
or hobby, he does not just casually
take part in it. Rather, he makes an
effort to embrace it and become as
skilled at it as possible.
One example is his fencing
skills. In addition to spending an
endless number of hours practicing, Dickinson also brought
in Olympic-level trainers to help
hone his skills.
This motivational aspect of the
book also carries over into Dickinson’s cancer battle in 2015, in
which he endured the long and agonizing process of chemotherapy
and radiation therapy to combat
his tumor.
In some ways, this book serves
as not only a look into Dickinson’s
life, but also as an effective motivational tool that leaves readers with
strong life lessons that will stick
with them long after reading.
While Dickinson’s own story
is still being told, What Does This
Button Do? shows an artist looking back at where he has been and
how these events helped shape
him into both the singer and person he has become.
While it is a definite recommendation for both fans of Iron Maiden
and heavy metal as a whole, other
readers can also get a lot from the
motivational aspect of the book.
For those looking for more from
Dickinson, Iron Maiden is set to
release The Book of Souls: Live
Chapter on Nov. 17, a live compilation of various shows from the
band’s recently completed world
tour for Iron Maiden's The Book
of Souls.
The hardcover version of What
Does This Button Do? can be purchased on Amazon for $18.89.

Spacey faces retaliation
after assault allegations
BY MAXIM IBADOV
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

In a time when sexual assault
and sexual harassment are finally
becoming vocal topics in Hollywood, another prominent celebrity is joining Harvey Weinstein
and Bill O’Reilly in the shameful
club of sexual predators. This time,
it is the award-winning actor Kevin
Spacey.
One of Hollywood’s most beloved stars, Spacey came under the burning spotlight after
Buzzfeed published an article in
which Broadway actor Anthony
Rapp confessed that Spacey made
unwelcoming advances on him in
1986 when both were working in
different Broadway plays. In 1986,
Spacey was 26 years old, while
Rapp was only 14.
Spacey did not take long to respond and issued a meticulously
crafted statement apologizing to
Rapp the next day, blaming the
whole situation on “deeply inappropriate drunken behavior,” and
eventually coming out as a gay
man. The next day, Netflix, in a very
savvy move, made an announcement that its hit show “House of
Cards,” which stars Spacey as the
power-hungry misanthrope Frank
Underwood, would end after its
sixth season.
More allegations have started
coming from various places, including from Oscar-winning actor Richard Dreyfuss’ son Harry,
who claimed that Spacey sexually
harassed him while his father was
still in the room. Allegations have
even come from the set of “House
of Cards.”
Netflix realized that it needed
to take further action and has halted the production of the last sea-

son until further creative decisions
regarding the character of Frank
are taken. In a separate statement,
the streaming company also stated that it would not be involved
in any production of the show if it
still included Spacey.
The production company TriStar Pictures also issued a statement that a Ridley Scott film involving Spacey, All the Money in
the World, would be pulled from
its closing night slot at the American Film Institute Festival.
In another detailed statement,
Spacey’s publicist announced that
the actor is “taking time to seek
evaluation and treatment.” The fact
that these events happened over a
short period of time, as opposed
to the situation with O’Reilly that
had gone on for months, demonstrates that the entertainment industry has started to take the allegations of sexual harassment more
seriously.
There is also a visibly striking
difference between how such situations are handled in liberal and
conservative media.
One of the most problematic issues with the whole situation is the
fact that Spacey and his team of
publicists used his coming out as
a way of justifying his pedophilic
actions.
The LGBTQ community has
always fought, and is still fighting, false stigmas associated with
such inappropriate behaviors.
For Spacey to use his sexuality as
a shield for his problems, at the
expense of countless people who
fought for the right to come out
gracefully, is insulting.
Hopefully, this will be a lesson
learned that from now on, such actions will be neither tolerated nor
normalized.

Thor: Ragnarok entertainingly continues Marvel’s positive streak
REEL REVIEWS

BENJAMIN WALLIN
The third phase of the Marvel Cinematic Universe has been
solid across the board. There has
not been a single bad entry since
the slate of films began with Captain America: Civil War, though of
course, some movies will hold up
better than others.
Thor: Ragnarok is one of the
best Marvel films yet, weaving action and a strong comedic sense
into a fast-paced and entertaining
space journey. Chris Hemsworth
reprises his role as Thor, the god of
thunder and Avengers team member, in Marvel’s 17th film, and the
third Thor film.
The previous movies about
the Norse legend and comic book
hero were not well-received, but
following the attempts of Kenneth
Branagh and Alan Taylor, director
Taika Waititi has created a memorable vehicle for the character.
Following hints in Avengers:
Age of Ultron to the destruction
of Thor’s home, Asgard, with the
prophesied Ragnarok, the blond
Avenger returns home in an attempt to prevent the apocalyptic
event.
Sidetracked by an attempt to
find their father Odin, Thor and
his brother Loki go to Earth, leaving Asgard open to invasion by the
villain Hela, goddess of death. After
an altercation with the goddess,
Thor finds himself forced into the
role of gladiator, fighting his former

teammate, the Hulk, hoping to escape and save his home.
There is a lot that happens in
the film, and there are a lot of characters, yet Waititi is able to manage it all, maintaining a flow from
beginning to end that is rarely
interrupted.
Benedict Cumberbatch’s Doctor
Strange even makes a brief cameo,
hinting at the conflicting protections that the different heroes provide for Earth.
It feels natural and part of a living, breathing universe. After the
scene ends, the film keeps moving
with a strong flow, creating an enjoyable method of storytelling.
Ragnarok is notable for its humor, funny in both big and small
ways. Thor undercuts moments
of grandiose mythology with his
always present wit, but this characteristic especially came to the
forefront in the Marvel special feature directed by Waititi, Team Thor.
The character’s loud, masculine

posture and inexact understanding
of Earth’s culture are entertaining
as well.
Small moments include the
revolution-inciting character Korg,
voiced by Waititi, whose light touch
is appreciated among the bombast
of action.
Tom Hiddleston’s Loki makes
a reference to a moment in The
Avengers, one which was not a
universe-shifting plot point, and
the entertainment of his line is bolstered by the sense of cohesiveness
it gives to the Marvel world.
Most notable in the film is the
character of the Grandmaster
played by Jeff Goldblum. His stuttering and rambling speech is typical of the actor’s characters.
The words are quirky and cruel,
yet awkward and entertaining. He
is an addition to the Marvel universe, and a character who would
do well with an expanded role.
Mark Mothersbaugh’s score for
Ragnarok is strong. Though there is

not much in the way of noticeable
character motifs across the Marvel
universe, Doctor Strange’s recognizable harpsichord sound makes
an appearance with the character
early in the movie.
The music throughout is some
of the most unique in Marvel’s
soundtrack library, touching on
some of the traditional sounds of
horns and battle, while moving
away into the tones of synthesizers.
This gives the film a texture of psychedelic space travel.
Thor: Ragnarok is a deconstruction of the titular character. He
is confronted with the loss of his
hammer, Mjolnir, forced to discover the power within himself.
While Thor, the film of the character’s first appearance, delved into
this with the exiling of the Norse
hero, Ragnarok works a lot better,
breaking down a character who is
already known.
In this movie, delving into the
essence of the character is helped

MARVEL STUDIOS

In Ragnarok, Thor and his brother Loki search for their father, Odin, on Earth prior to encountering Hela on their journey.

by his established enjoyable nature. Thor’s hammer is broken by
the ultra-powerful Hela, played by
Cate Blanchett. The moment is one
that would have been significantly
unexpected in its choice to change
the course of the Marvel Cinematic
Universe and one of its characters,
but it is just another scene revealed
in a trailer.
Blanchett’s character is powerful in an undefined way, eliciting
confusion with the title “goddess
of death,” as the moniker is never
fully explained. She does battle and
kills many, but the actress shines
when she swaggers through the
battlefields, confidently flashing a
villainous grin.
The action is exciting. Even
as the Hulk and Thor make their
fourth and fifth outings in the Marvel world, respectively, there is no
feeling of staleness.
Thor destroying enemies to the
tune of Led Zeppelin’s “Immigrant
Song” and the Hulk fighting as a
space gladiator are both sources
of enjoyable and lively combat. A
scene where Tessa Thompson’s
Valkyrie fights atop flying ships is
especially a thrill.
Thor: Ragnarok is one of the
best Marvel movies because it is a
film with a vision, one which is intended to be a comic book movie.
Waititi’s fifth feature-length film
is a cohesive work, bringing together humor and action, faithfully
developing pre-existing characters
and creatively introducing new
ones. It is a film that is not afraid to
have fun or to entertain. It does not
take itself too seriously.
With 16 films preceding it, Ragnarok is able to find its own place in
the Marvel Cinematic Universe.
The film is funny, the journey
is exciting and the story is strong.
Ragnarok is wonderful; it is much
more than a box to check off in seeing the complete Marvel franchise.
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Jigsaw lacks imaginative torture of horror movie predecessors
BY CHARLES TABASSO
STAFF WRITER

John Kramer, the original Jigsaw
serial killer from the Saw movie
franchise, has been dead for 10
years. The horrible and grisly murders that he was responsible for
were supposed to stop.
Jigsaw’s memory, however,
lives on. He has borne a cult which
praises him as others would Akira,
or “Death Note’s” Light. Now, fresh
bodies are turning up with the old
killer’s calling card in Jigsaw, the
latest installment of the popular
horror film series.
Sadly, the trailer sets this failed
reboot up to be everything the film
never delivers on. There are no
pure moments of sadism one might
hope for in a film that markets
do-it-yourself amputations and
playing games with bicycle-riding
marionettes.
In fact, the viewer would be forgiven for wondering whether the
movie was PG-13 or in fact rated R,
about halfway through watching it.
The film, directed by Michael
and Peter Spierig, feels completely
sterilized. Its violence is too clean
and precise, with the camera routinely panning away to hide its special off-screen effects.
The audience is tasked with doing what nobody who worked on
Jigsaw seemed capable of — using
its imagination.
Jigsaw’s radical group therapy
sessions aside, the crux of the film
focuses on detectives Halloran and
Solomon, played by Callum Keith
Rennie and Shaquan Lewis respectively, piecing together the tatters
of the remaining plot.
They wind up spending way
more than a healthy amount of
time at the morgue with two quirky
coroners, whose explanations for
things are so glossed over and contrived that there must be a barn-

yard full of horses somewhere who
were beaten to death for the sake of
continuity.
The added plot twist grates
against the entire franchise to establish credibility, and rubs completely the wrong way. There have
already been so many retroactive
revisions to the storyline by this
trope, a bigger surprise would
have been just omitting the twist
altogether.
Instead, Jigsaw frames its exposition with a gallery of torture
that draws on the crude devices of
previous — and better — films.
It reminds audiences rather
of what made the earlier titles so
much more fun to watch, and what
is missing this time around.
Next to none of Jigsaw’s killer
machines are used, as it turns out,
and the new traps are deranged but
unimaginative. Even the few traps
used to any real potential rarely
prove to be fatal.
One aspect of the movie that
does itself any justice is the house
of horrors, where the new Jigsaw
killer hosts his victims. Although
it is less of a booby-trapped mansion than a linear set of rooms, the
house’s atmosphere comes closest to capturing the spirit of the
franchise.
The prisoners are ferried along
in dwindling and bloodied numbers, and forced to play Jigsaw’s
game by the house rules. Failure to
abide results in a grisly CGI death.
But, where earlier traps were
given a sense of poetic justice representing the evil within a hapless
player, moral retribution is sidelined first by the unimaginative
traps themselves, and then the
horrible editing.
Following the original Jigsaw’s
modus operandi, each prisoner
has done reprehensible things with
their lives. In order to be set free
from the game, they must atone for

Purple Cow expands key
marketing fundamentals
BY ALEX WIECKOWSKI
CONTRIBUTING WRTER

One of the first things students
learn from a marketing course are
the four P’s — product, price, promotion and placement. However,
marketing expert Seth Godin says
that people are missing the most
important P of all: the purple cow.
In his book, Purple Cow: Transform Your Business by Being Remarkable, Godin uses the metaphor of a cow to represent companies in the business world.
Cows, after one has seen a
couple, become boring. Any farm
will own plenty of black and brown
cows. After a while, people start to
ignore and lose interest in these
animals because they all look
alike.
Even if a farmer spent a massive amount of money on advertising to tell people he has cows on
his farm, many would not be interested in visiting the farm because
the majority of people have seen
cows before.
The same can be said for companies. Today, there are more
companies than ever before and
the traditional method of marketing is not working anymore. Before, companies would simply invest advertising dollars into massmarket channels such as print and
television, and the advertisements
would reach everyone.
However, with the introduction of the internet and mobile
phones, everyone’s attention is
now divided. Godin argues that instead of companies pouring their
money into advertising, they
could instead use it to create more
innovative products.
For example, if there was a purple cow on a farm, people would
notice because this creature is

something new and exciting. The
same can be said for businesses. Consumers in today’s world
have more choices than ever before. The overwhelming amount
of options means companies
must have a remarkable and interesting product to grab people’s
attention and stand out from
the competition.
Godin notes that “launching
purple cows” can be risky, but
big risks often lead to big payoffs.
Small changes often go unnoticed
by consumers.
Eventually, even the companies that produce a consistent
stream of innovative products will
have one that flops. Amazon was
a purple cow when it became one
of the first companies to offer free
shipping for such a large selection
of goods. Yet, when the company
launched its Fire Phone, the product flopped.
As most companies grow, they
seek safety and aim to eliminate
as much risk from their business
as they can. Yet, by playing it safe,
marketers reduce their chances of
creating a purple cow and thus increase their chances of being lost
in the noise. Companies and especially marketers should be aware
of this interesting paradox.
Godin writes that by looking
at the market-leading companies
today, one will notice that many of
them owe their dominance to purple cow ideas they marketed years
ago. This holds true for companies
such as Apple, which created the
iPod — a unique product that the
market and consumers had never
seen before.
In today’s world, the only way
to cut through the hyper clutter of
products and advertising is to create something new, unique and
remarkable — like a purple cow.

BROOKE PALMER | LIONSGATE

Detectives investigate in the search of the Jigsaw killer after the death of the original killer in the Saw franchise
these past sins, which comes across
as annoyingly righteous.
The preoccupation with cleansing one’s soul seems far removed
when acid serums and humanshape razor blade walls are the only
alternatives.
Jigsaw’s greatest mistake is the
degree to which it hinges on past
films to catapult itself. The movie
does not generate any momentum
or direction by doing so.
The homages are tactlessly done
and are incorporated into scenes
that drag the plot’s pacing to a
crawl. The past is stitched together
over the entire movie, but fails to
cover its potholes any better than
Swiss cheese.
Backstories are shoehorned in,
and are never mentioned again.
If the actors ever stop screaming

incoherently, they will catch their
breaths and then start to bicker.
It becomes infuriating how little
this group works together or functions on any level, and this is often
needlessly so.
They rarely seem to take the
situation they are in seriously, and
never learn from their mistakes —
supposedly the main purpose of
Jigsaw’s game, anyway.
Actor Tobin Bell reprises the
role of John Kramer but fails to
redeem it. He appears in a series
of confusing flashbacks that only
make sense when explained in the
last 30 seconds of the film.
His scenes lack variety, his
monologues any depth and as recognizable as John is, being reduced
to a cameo appearance in his own
franchise was painful to witness.

Jigsaw tries to sell this stylistic
choice as a changing of the guard,
but it is made disappointingly clear
that the copycat killer was an outright plagiarizer.
The chance of a sequel next Halloween is a truly dreadful premonition. Already tied in last place
with the penultimate entry to the
franchise, there is nowhere else for
the producers to go except further
down, unless the franchise falls
so low in public regard that, like a
diligent man tunneling through the
Earth, its center of gravity inverts
and up is suddenly down.
John’s ghost would be rolling in
its grave if it had not been so rudely
disturbed. This was a crude attempt
to milk a franchise of the last dustbowls of capital left in its coffin, and
Jigsaw has little more to show for it.
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Science & Technology
Researchers discover fear of snakes and spiders is hereditary
BY ALI HUSSAIN
STAFF WRITER

A study conducted by scientists
at the Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences
in Germany and the Uppsala University in Sweden revealed that a
fear of spiders and snakes is passed
down hereditarily.
While there have been studies
conducted about these fears in the
past, this research looked primarily
at adults and older children. This
made it difficult for previous experimenters to pinpoint whether the
aversion to snakes and spiders was
linked to genetics, the environment
or learned behavior. Additionally,
previous studies only aimed to find
whether people detected the image of a snake or spider faster than
other objects, which could be attributed to other factors that are not
related to a psychologically fearful
or stressful response.
To rectify the mistakes of past
studies, this recent study was
aimed specifically at infants as
young as six months old, and
looked at the dilation of their pupils, which has been connected to
a stress response. The use of infants
this young for the study allowed for
the elimination of the idea that the
response is solely based on learned
behavior, as infants cannot comprehend the cultural aversion to
snakes and spiders.
The study was done in two parts.
The first part had infants look at
pictures of spiders and flowers,
the spider-flower experiment, and
pictures of snakes and fish, the
snake-fish experiment. In these

two experiments, the two things in
comparison were of the same size
and color. This limits the idea that
the colors of spiders or snakes are
what cause the stress response.
It was found that the pupils of the
infants dilated more in response
to seeing a spider or snake than a
flower or fish of the same size and
color. In prior studies, the dilation
of pupils had been connected to
stress levels.
The second part of the study
included pupillometric data, the
data gathered by measuring the
dilation of pupils, from two groups.
One group solely viewed pictures
of snakes while the other group
solely viewed pictures of flowers.
The same kind of results were seen
in response to this part of the study
as well, with pupils dilating significantly more in the infants who witnessed snakes than in those who
witnessed flowers.
The scientists behind this study
suggest that, due to the increased
agitation of the infants who witnessed spiders and snakes as determined by pupillometric data,
these specific stimuli represent an
ancestral threat to humans that has
been passed down through genes.
The question then arises as to why
other dangerous animals, such as
rhinos or elephants, do not induce
the same stress.
The scientists claim that the
reason behind this is spiders and
snakes have coexisted with humans for 40 billion to 60 billion
years. Thus, these animals specifically had more of an impact on the
innate aversions of humans than
mammals or other more recently

STEPHANIE MESQUITA | THE TICKER

evolved creatures.
This information is not surprising to Baruch College students.
When Masha Fomitchova, a freshman and prospective marketing
major, was posed with the question of whether she was surprised
by this data, she recalled reading
a study that showed that “humans
are genetically predisposed to easily spot snakes and spiders, even
in low contrast, so we have an evolutionary predisposition to a fear
of these things, which just needs
to be over-triggered to turn into
a phobia.”
She also mentioned that “a lot
of learning is based on associa-

‘Pocket Camp’ ready for smartphones
BY SHELLY HO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Nintendo announced its latest
mobile game, “Animal Crossing:
Pocket Camp,” on Oct. 24.
“Pocket Camp” will be the
newest installment in the popular
Animal Crossing series, which has
traditionally produced games that
are open-ended life simulations
— in other words, virtual second
lives. Players of Animal Crossing
games are given no stated objectives — the player typically lives
in a village with anthropomorphic
animal neighbors, and is simply encouraged to pass the time
by fishing, catching bugs, customizing houses and socializing
with animals.
The series has garnered critical acclaim for its cute, colorful
graphics, its immersive gameplay
and its overall simplicity. The
last full-fledged release, “Animal
Crossing: New Leaf,” sold over
11 million copies, making it the
second-highest selling title in
the series.
In “Pocket Camp,” players will
not live in a village, but they will
take on the role of a “campsite
manager” — players will be in
charge of building up a campsite
and making it popular. Just like
previous Animal Crossing games,
players will be able to fish, catch
bugs, commission furniture, purchase clothing, customize their
character’s appearance and build
facilities. The game follows a
free-to-play model, with optional
microtransactions for players inclined to pay for an easier or faster
experience with the game.
The announcement of an Animal Crossing mobile title came as
a surprise for fans who expected
the next Animal Crossing title to be
released on the Nintendo Switch.
However, an Animal Crossing mobile game was first announced in

tion and identification so if a child
observes his parents reacting really fearfully toward spiders and
snakes, they’ll identify them as a
threat and associate them with a
really severe fear response.”
The same question was also
asked to Baruch College freshman
Nia Laureano, who intends to obtain a major in computer information systems. She was unfazed by
the idea that arachnophobia and
ophidiophobia might be genetic.
“Thinking in terms of survival,”
Laureano said, “it makes perfect
sense that humans have evolved
to be terrified of spiders; they were
a much greater threat to us back

Eyeball tattoos cause
pain, vision problems
BY RONALD OSHEROV
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

IRINA GROUSHEVAIA| THE TICKER

“Animal Crossing: Pocket Camp” is slated for international release in November.
April 2016, and “Pocket Camp’s”
release has actually been delayed
twice — once in late 2016, and
again in March 2017.
Unlike other gaming companies, Nintendo has been slow to
leap into mobile gaming: “Pocket
Camp” is only the third mobile
game developed in-house by Nintendo. By comparison, industry
rival Square Enix Holdings has
developed over 100 mobile titles
to date.
“Pocket Camp” has large shoes
to fill within the realm of Nintendo-developed mobile games. Its
predecessors have been remarkably successful: the first of Nintendo’s mobile titles, “Super Mario Run,” has been downloaded

over 200 million times to date, and
its second mobile game, “Fire Emblem Heroes,” earned over $115
million in only six months after
its release.
“Pocket Camp” is currently
region-locked and only available for download in Australia,
but anticipation for the game has
been so high that instructions for
circumventing the game’s region
lock have been published on several large gaming websites, such
as Kotaku.
More patient gamers can elect
to pre-register for the game on its
official website.
An international iOS and Android release for the game is
scheduled for late November.

thousands of years ago than they
are today. It’s a very human thing to
be afraid of spiders — I don’t know
anyone who isn’t. Considering spiders have been present throughout
the history of mankind, I wouldn’t
doubt we have the inherited tendency to recoil and panic at their
presence.”
The researchers offered proof
that infants at six months of age
react with increased stimulation to
spiders and snakes compared with
their reactions to flowers and fish.
The study’s results revealed the existence of a developed mechanism
that prepares humans to obtain
phobias of ancestral dangers.

Just when people thought face
tattoos were the culmination of
the body modification trend, another exotic approach to body art
has made a bold, yet not-so-stunning debut on enthusiasts. Getting one’s eyeball tattooed, though
many would argue is perfect for
being the subject of stares from
passers-by, is a trend that comes
loaded with health risks.
The process of getting an eyeball tattoo, termed “sclera staining” by the scientific community,
involves a series of steps that induce an equally warranted body
cringe. Sclera staining is performed by injecting a colored,
metal-bearing ink between the
sclera, the white part of the eye
and the conjunctiva, the clear
layer on top. Experienced tattoo
artists administer the ink through
multiple injections around the pupil, allowing it to suffuse throughout the eyeball and completely
saturate the formerly white part of
the eye.
It is reasonable to assume that
in modifying one of the most important and sensitive body organs,
one would undertake enormous
risks, especially since the procedure has not been studied by scientists. As sclera staining has seen
a surge in popularity among body
modification enthusiasts, reports
of botched cases of eyeball tattoos
have increased.
Catt Gallinger, a heavily inked
Canadian model, suffered when
she decided to have her eyeball
tinted a shade of purple. Gallinger claimed that the artist used
too large a needle when he injected the purple liquid into her
eye, and failed to dilute the ink

with saline, which is a required
step. The model also alleged that
he neglected to spread out the injections when tattooing her eye,
barring the ink from spreading
throughout her eye. One of Gallinger’s Facebook updates regarding her operation revealed a photo
of her crying a purple teardrop, a
result of the undiluted ink leaking
out of the injection site due to a
tear in the conjunctival tissue. In
the post, Gallinger shared that in
the aftermath of the procedure,
she suffered excruciating pain
and was prescribed a plethora of
medication, including antibiotic
and steroidal eyedrops to reduce
inflammation.”
In April 2017, an article from
the American Journal of Ophthalmology Case Reports followed a
26-year-old man who was left with
a laundry list of optical health
complications following the procedure. After being admitted to a
hospital, he was treated for orbital
cellulitis and posterior scleritis,
conditions of severe inflammation. Within several weeks, most of
the swelling had resolved, but the
procedure had taken a toll on his
vision, which remained at 20/25 in
the affected eye.
Arguably the biggest problem
surrounding eye tattoos is that
the high-risk procedures are performed by non-ophthalmic personnel or people who are not eye
doctors.
If an individual is getting an
eyeball tattoo, then their most reliable source regarding the practitioner is their reputation from
other clients, and even then, there
are always great risks involved.
Sclera staining remains an area of
body modification that scientists
have not yet studied, and people
are better off getting a skin tattoo.
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Commission report describes how to combat opioid crisis
BY DIANA SHISHKINA
COPY EDITOR

President Donald Trump’s
Commission on Combating Drug
Addiction and the Opioid Crisis
released its final report on Nov. 1,
outlining how it plans to fight the
growing opioid abuse epidemic.
The 131-page report was released
a week after Trump declared that
addiction to prescription drugs and
other opioids is a nationwide public health emergency.
The commission, chaired by
New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie,
spent seven months gathering information about the extent of the
epidemic by holding several meetings, according to “PBS NewsHour.”
It gathered data, information and
testimonies from both families of
drug abusers and experts in the
fields of public health, drug development and health insurance.
The last of these commissionmeetings took place at the White
House, on the day the vote to approve the final report was held.
Featured speakers at these
meetings included those who were
recovering opioid addicts and families of children who died because
of drug abuse.
Christie echoed what Trump
stated in his public health emergency declaration about how more
people in the United States die every year from substance abuse than
from gun violence or car accidents.
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, that
was about 64,000 people in 2016, or
roughly 175 people per day.
As a result of the testimonies
and data gathered, the commission
came up with 56 proposals on how
to fight the opioid epidemic. These
proposals covered everything from
researching substance abuse and
preventing addiction to federally
funding programs and initiatives

COMMONS.WIKIPEDIA.ORG

Trump’s Commission on Combating Drug Addiction and the Opioid Crisis released a report that includes 50 suggestions to control the growing abuse epidemic.
that could save millions of lives.
It is currently the funding that
needs an immediate change, as the
amount of money left in the Public
Health Emergency Fund totals only
$57,000.
However, Christie seemed
hopeful that Congress will find an
appropriate solution. In an interview with “Face the Nation,” the
governor stated, “175 people are
dying a day in America. If those
people were dying at the hands
of a terrorist organization, how
much money would the United
States Congress be willing to
spend to make it stop?” He implied
that the drug epidemic should
be approached with the same
urgent care.

Another notable proposal includes urging the U.S. Department
of Justice to establish drug courts in
every federal judicial district.
Thus, those citizens with substance use disorders could get more
effective treatment, rather than just
go to jail. This would be especially
beneficial for nonviolent offenders
who only have one or two offenses
relating to drugs. The commission
emphasized the importance of getting rid of the social stigma that is
attached to getting treatment for
drug abuse. One way to do this, the
report stated, is “to design and implement a wide-reaching, national
multi-platform media campaign
addressing the hazards of substance use, the danger of opioids,

and stigma.” Christie has already
been working on a campaign like
this for the state of New Jersey.
Contributors to the opioid epidemic include heroin, the synthetic
opioid fentanyl and prescription
medications such as oxycodone
and morphine.
Opioids are commonly prescribed in small quantities to treat
chronic pain or help with postsurgical recovery. According to the
National Institute on Drug Abuse,
however, opioids can also give the
user a euphoric high and can easily lead to misuse and addiction.
Over 20 percent of patients misuse
their prescription opioids, so the
problem is far worse than illegally
obtaining and abusing drugs.

The commission will need to
work with both the Department of
Justice and pharmaceutical companies to not only lower illegal
substance trafficking in the United
States, but also regulate how much
opioid-based medication is allowed to be prescribed to patients.
The opioid epidemic is not a
crisis that can be solved overnight.
It will require cooperation among
the federal government, health
insurance providers, law enforcement officials and pharmaceutical
companies. This cooperation is essential to prevent further increases
in opioid and other drug misuse, as
well as to provide victims of substance abuse disorders with affordable and effective treatment.
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Men's basketball falls to Providence,
women's volleyball falls in semifinal
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This year's trade deadline shook up the league more than any other has in years.

NFL trade deadline
stuns fans and experts
BY GEORGES HUBERT
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
The NFL trade deadline was
Tuesday, Oct. 31, and it was a lively
one, featuring multiple seasonchanging trades.
The first trade to finalize was on
Monday night, between the Seattle
Seahawks and Houston Texans.
Seattle seemed to have started curing some of its offensive line woes
with the addition of left tackle
Duane Brown, in exchange for a
second and third round pick. This
trade is baffling because, although
the Texans were in a contract dispute with the Pro Bowl left tackle,
he was still worth far more than
what the Texans got for him.
Quality left tackles are becoming an endangered species in professional football and their value
is only increasing.For a team with
a struggling offensive line to trade
their best lineman for pennies on
the dollar is unfathomable. The
members of the Seahawks’ front
office deserve pay raises for the
way they just swindled Houston.
The next blockbuster trade to
break on Monday was between the
New England Patriots and the San
Francisco 49ers. Someone should
have notified the Boston area
authorities, because the 49ers
committed highway robbery.
They acquired themselves a
potential franchise quarterback in
Jimmy Garoppolo for a mere second round pick. It is also incredible that the 49ers have two second
round picks they obtained in the
last draft by trading down one spot
with the Chicago Bears.
John Lynch, general manager
to the 49ers, is only halfway into
his first season running the team,
winning deals left and right. This
deal seems to have been motivated
by many outside factors, judging
by how the Patriots have handled
the trade.
Bill Belichick, general manager
of the Patriots, seemed unhappy
about the situation, but the trade
had to be done, as the team could
not afford to keep two franchise
quarterbacks on salary. This trade
is shocking because the team had
far better offers this offseason for
Garoppolo, but opted to test the
market further and lost out.
While those were interesting trades, the real action came
around midday on Tuesday, mere
moments before the deadline. The
Miami Dolphins decided to trade

away their most talented offensive
player in running back Jay Ajayi to
the Philadelphia Eagles for just a
fourth round pick.
Fans and critics alike struggled
to comprehend the Dolphins’
thought process in this transaction. They are shocked that a rebuilding team, a team that made
the playoffs last season, would
trade a young quality star in Ajayi.
This cannot be considered a
salary dump either, since Ajayi is
still on his rookie contract. The
Eagles got themselves a Pro Bowl
running back who takes up a cap
room for practically nothing.
The craziness was not over,
though, because an instant later
another shocking trade was announced, as the Carolina Panthers
decided to trade away their No. 1
wide receiver in Kelvin Benjamin
for a third and seventh round pick
from the Buffalo Bills.
The league was taken aback
by this one, as the Panthers lost a
cornerstone of their offense in the
midst of a season where they have
real playoff hopes.
Buffalo was extremely active,
as the team also traded away its
star defensive tackle Marcell Dareus to the Jacksonville Jaguars
for a fourth round pick. This was a
clear salary dump by the Bills, who
needed to create some cap space
for next season.
The results of these trades
are as expected, with most of the
traded stars performing well for
their new teams. Ajayi easily had
his best game of the season behind
the Eagles’ offensive line, posting
over 100 yards and a touchdown.
Early returns are showing that the
Eagles won that trade.
Garoppolo is sitting for the
49ers while he learns the playbook, but is expected to take over
sooner rather than later.
Benjamin seems to be in the
same boat as Garoppolo learning the playbook, but he should
be ready to get into the action this
week. Brown had an immediate
impact on the Seahawks' offensive
line, as the generally porous offensive line allowed just two sacks.
Dareus reminded everyone he
is worth every penny, as he stifled
the Cincinnati Bengals’ rushing attack for Jacksonville.
This year’s trade deadline was
the most spectacular in recent
memory; hopefully this is a continuing trend as football is becoming more exciting than ever.

Ekekeugbor also led the team
with 3 assists and 13 rebounds.
The Bearcat's offense was almost
nonexistent, shooting 15-55 from
the field at 27.3 percent, with 7-25
from 3-point range at 28 percent.
For Providence, guard Alpha
Diallo shot 9-18, throwing 3-point
baskets twice, scoring 22 points
and leading his team with 13 rebounds.
Makai Ashton-Langford came
off the bench with 14 points and 7
rebounds.
This game was Providence’s last
preseason game before the team
started its season against the University of Connecticut on Friday,
Nov. 10.
On Oct. 31, the Baruch women’s volleyball team played at
home against the College of Staten
Island Dolphins in their CUNYAC

tournament quarterfinal game.
They defeated the Dolphins in a
straight 3-0 sweep.
The Bearcats were able to dominate the Dolphins 25-12, 25-17
and 25-17, advancing them to the
semifinal game against Hunter
College.
Freshman setter and opposite
Katherine Chen led Baruch with 11
kills, 8 aces, 2 blocks and contributed to the team with 16 assists.
Freshman libero Danielle Naggar
led the team with 15 digs.
The Dolphins’ Teresa Maresca led the team with 7 kills and 2
blocks, while Vanessa Reyes had
2 aces and Caitlin Esposito had 13
digs. This loss marks the start of
Staten Island’s season.
Baruch hopes to ride this dominating win into its game against
the Hunter Hawks.
On Nov. 3, the Baruch women’s
volleyball team faced off at Hunter

in the CUNYAC semifinal, where
the team lost in three sets to the
Hunter Hawks.
Baruch lost 25-13, 25-14 and
25-20 in its season finale game.
Chen had 7 assists, 7 digs and 4
kills, while the freshman outside
Stella Chung had 12 digs and 5
kills. Freshman libero Wai Chang
led the Bearcats with 13 digs.
Hunter’s Emily Wasson and
Taylor Haiduk both had 11 kills in
their victory. Miranda Hogan had
an outstanding game with 40 assists, 4 assists and added 11 digs.
Hunter’s next game is against
John Jay College for the CUNYAC
championship, and with a win, the
team would advance into the 2017
NCAA Tournament.
Baruch hopes that its young
team will only get better from its
past season.

Celts jump to 10-2, Knicks to 6-5, Cavs
fall to 5-6 in Week 2 of NBA season
BY MATTEO FLAMMIO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
This previous week in the NBA
has started to show the real shape
of what the season will turn out
to be.
The week began with the New
York Knicks, who are coming off
a huge win against the Cleveland Cavaliers and are looking for
their third straight win against the
Denver Nuggets. The Knicks were
up 22 points at halftime but a big
third quarter by the Nuggets gave
them a 75-73 lead. However, with
Kristaps Porzingis’ career high 38
points, the Knicks were able to pull
out the 116-110 win. The Orlando
Magic are starting off the year with
a surprising 5-2 record.
They faced the New Orleans
Pelicans where the Anthony Davis
and DeMarcus Cousins duo is not
playing as well as it hoped.
Davis had a dominant 39
points, but he had no help around
him as the Magic were able to win
big 115-99.
The Golden State Warriors visited the Los Angeles Clippers, where
the Dubs destroyed the hometown
team. Stephen Curry dropped 31
points in the win and Louis Williams of the Clippers had 17 off
the bench.
Halloween began with the Sacramento Kings against the Indiana
Pacers. The Kings’ young team is
still trying to get its second win but
the Pacers’ strong play from their
starting five led them to a 101-83
win at home.
The Milwaukee Bucks’ Giannis
Antetokounmpo continued to show
why he could be one of the top
three players in the NBA with his
strong 28 points, but with poor
performances from the rest of his
team, the Bucks lost to the Oklahoma City Thunder, 110-91, at home.
Wednesday, Nov. 1, had the Indiana Pacers visiting the Cleveland
Cavaliers, where the highly touted
Cavs looked to end their threegame losing streak.
The Pacers had every player in
their starting five finish with 15 or
more points. LeBron James continued his dominance, but it was not
enough as the Cavaliers lost 124107, making it four losses in a row.
The Phoenix Suns went to
Washington D.C. to face the Wizards in a high-scoring game, with
the Suns being able to pull out a
122-116 win. Both Suns’ T.J. Warren and Wizards’ Bradley Beal fin-
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After a strong start, the Cavs lost 5 of their last 7 games, rasing many questions.
ished with 40 points, but Warren’s
team had the better effort in the
matchup.
The Utah Jazz and the Portland
Trail Blazers had a strongly contested game. Jazz’s rookie Donovan Mitchell had a career high
of 28 points in his team’s 112-103
overtime win. Damian Lillard
finished with 33 points for the
Blazers.
Thursday, Nov. 2, was a thrilling
night for the Trail Blazers as they
faced the Los Angeles Lakers at
home. The game was very closely
contested.
With the score at 110-110, Lillard had the ball in his hands for
the last shot and with 0.7 seconds
left on the clock, he drilled the
game-winning 3-pointer. He finished with 32 points in his heroic
effort. Lakers’ Brook Lopez led the
team with 27 points.
On Friday, Nov. 3, the San Antonio Spurs were at home against
the Charlotte Hornets, where they
were hoping to rebound off a big
loss to the Warriors. The Spurs’
bench did much of the scoring as
Rudy Gay and Bryn Forbes both
had more than 20 points, leading
the team to a 108-101 win.
Jeremy Lamb for the Hornets
had 27 points. The Miami Heat
went to Denver to play the Nuggets
in a close game that came down
to the wire. With 11 seconds left,
Nuggets’ Paul Millsap was fouled
from the 3-point line with the Heat
up 94-92.
After hitting all 3 free throws,
the Nuggets went up 95-94, which
was enough to edge out the Heat.
The Cavaliers visited the Wizards,
where they hoped to end their

four-game losing streak. James
exploded for 57 points, which is
a NBA season high, and the Cavs
were able to defeat the Wizards
130-122 to put them back in the
win column.
Saturday, Nov. 4, had the Memphis Grizzlies against the Los Angeles Clippers. The Clippers had
a very efficient team in their 113104 win, which was led by Michael
Conley, who had 22 points.
Blake Griffin led the Clippers
with 30 points and 11 rebounds.
The Minnesota Timberwolves
faced the struggling Dallas Mavericks, who only have 1 win in
the season.
T-Wolves’ Karl-Anthony Towns
and Andrew Wiggins combined for
54 points in their dominant 112-99
over the Mavericks. Rookie Dennis Smith Jr. led the Mavs with 18
points.
Sunday, Nov. 5, had the New
York Knicks at home against the
Indiana Pacers. The Pacers took a
big 19-point leave and were up by
13 at halftime.
Scoring from Porzingis and
lockdown defense from Lance
Thomas led the Knicks on a fourthquarter run that gave them a big
108-101 win. Porzingis led all scorers with 40 points, which is a new
career high.
The Boston Celtics faced the
Magic, who were hoping to continue their hot start. With each
starter for the Celtics having over
10 points and shooting efficiently
from the floor, Boston was able to
defeat Orlando 104-88 to win their
eighth straight game. Aaron Gordon led the scoring for the Magic
with 18 points.
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Eagles soar to 8-1, Giants demolished in 2 consecutive weeks
BY RAY MAURER
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
Half of the season is in the books,
but there is still much football to be
played. Questions have been raised
about several teams and how they
will fare with their weaknesses, but
Week 8 has answered, drawing a
clear line in the sand between contenders and pretenders.
The Baltimore Ravens came out
hot last Thursday night by embarrassing the Miami Dolphins 40-0.
Quarterback Joe Flacco took a nasty hit and left the game early, but
the Ravens’ defense had 2 interceptions returned for touchdowns in
the second half to finish off their
shutout.
The Chicago Bears lost their
tight end Zach Miller to a gruesome
knee injury. Doctors performed an
emergency surgery just to save his
leg, let alone his career. As for the
game, the New Orleans Saints led
handily, and with generous calls
from the referees, were able to
win 20-12.
The Cincinnati Bengals had
a hard-fought battle with the Indianapolis Colts. With news that
Andrew Luck will not return this
season, the Colts were very disheartened, but they still led the
Bengals for most of the game. Andy
Dalton had 243 yards and 2 touchdowns, including the game winner
in the fourth quarter. The Bengals
clutched the game 24-23.
The game of the week was at
CenturyLink Field, where the Seattle Seahawks hosted the Houston
Texans. This game was a shootout
from the start, with both teams
posting identical box scores in the
first half. A pick six by Earl Thomas started the scoring for the Seahawks, but it was Texan quarterback Deshaun Watson who had his
way with the Seattle defense. Texans wide receiver DeAndre Hop-

kins scored on a 72-yard screen
pass to take the lead late, indicative
of his 224-receiving-yard day. However, it was Seahawks quarterback
Russell Wilson who ended a masterful drive with a touchdown pass
to tight end Jimmy Graham to end
the game and give the Seahawks
a 41-38 win. The stats ended similarly for the quarterbacks, as Wilson passed for a career-high 452
yards and 4 touchdowns, whereas
Watson had 402 passing yards for 4
touchdowns.
A battle for second place in the
NFC East was underway with the
Philadelphia Eagles pulling away
with the division. The Dallas Cowboys and the Washington Redskins
faced off last Sunday for sole possession of second place. The first
half was tight, with the Cowboys
holding on to a narrow 1 point lead
at halftime; the second half was all
Cowboys though. Ezekiel Elliott
controlled the clock, running all
over the Redskins for 150 yards and
2 touchdowns. Redskins quarterback Kirk Cousins could not get it
going and the Cowboys went on to
win 33-19.
In other action around the
league, the Minnesota Vikings
tamed the Cleveland Browns 3316, pushing the team to 0-8. The
New England Patriots took care of
business against the Los Angeles
Chargers 21-13. The Carolina Panthers manhandled the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers 17-3, thanks to Cam
Newton’s 154-yard passing and
touchdown. The Oakland Raiders
are still searching for answers after a 34-14 loss to the Buffalo Bills,
who are proving to be a reckoning force. The Eagles flew to 7-1
with a dominant win over the San
Francisco 49ers, who move to 0-8.
The Atlanta Falcons stumbled past
the New York Jets 25-20 in a rainy
game at MetLife Stadium. The
Pittsburgh Steelers were held to 20

Rangers surge after slow
start to 2017 NHL season
BY FELIX MALAMUD
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
After a 5-4 loss to the Montreal
Canadiens on Oct. 28, the New
York Rangers were in a state of
turmoil. The team was not playing well, as shown by their 3-7-2
record after the defeat and rumors
began to swirl that Head Coach
Alain Vigneault was on the verge
of being shown the door.
The defense was full of holes,
the offense was inconsistent and
the goaltending was shaky, to say
the least. It looked as if this trend
was going to continue for the
Rangers when they found themselves down 4-2 entering the third
period of their game against the
Vegas Golden Knights on Oct. 31.
Suddenly, the Rangers found a
spark when they came out onto the
ice. They scored four unanswered
goals and played strong defense
to secure a much needed 6-4 win
over the red-hot Golden Knights.
Following that game, the Rangers
headed down to Florida for a game
against the league’s best, the Tampa Bay Lightning, on Nov. 2.
The Lightning boasted the
highest scoring offense in the
NHL, averaging more than four
goals per game, and the league’s
top two-point scorers in Steven
Stamkos and Nikita Kucherov.
The Rangers held the Lightning
in check, especially Stamkos and
Kucherov, forcing overtime; Rangers forward J.T. Miller scored the
overtime goal to give New York a
2-1 win.
Two nights later, the Rangers
were in South Florida to take on
the Florida Panthers, a much more
favorable opponent. Yet, the game
was close throughout and required
overtime. The Rangers escaped
with their third straight victory,

a 5-4 thriller, on a game-winning
goal by defenseman Kevin Shattenkirk.
The Rangers would later go on
to defeat the Columbus Blue Jackets 5-3 on Nov. 6 at home. They
would also go on to defeat the
Boston Bruins 4-2 at home behind Jimmy Vesey's strong performance, finally climbing above .500
for the first time this season.
The Rangers are now one game
above .500 at 8-7-2 and seem to
have found their rhythm. The power play continued to impress, currently ranked tenth in the NHL at
21.1 percent.
The penalty kill also improved
over those three games, an area
that the Rangers have struggled
in. They are sixteenth in that category at 80.8 percent. Overall, the
defense and goaltending showed
signs of progression, as there have
been fewer turnovers and better
puck control.
Goaltender Henrik Lundqvist
has won each of the last five
games, showing that he still has
something left in the tank. Fans
worried that Lundqvist was done,
as his stumbling out of the gate
was one of the main reasons the
team had struggled so much at the
start of the season.
He looks to have left his troubles behind, for now, as he and the
defense have played much better
now than they played at the beginning of the season.
Perhaps the rumors of Vigneault being fired were a wakeup call for the Rangers, who still
have work to do in order to keep
pace in the very tough Metropolitan Division. If the Rangers play
consistent team hockey for 60
minutes a night, this team can and
will progress. The team must ensure this winning streak is no fluke.

points, but that was enough to edge
out the Detroit Lions 20-15. JuJu
Smith-Schuster had 193 yards and
a touchdown in the Steelers’ big
win. Week 8 wrapped up with the
Kansas City Chiefs taking care of
the Denver Broncos 29-19. Trevor
Siemian would be benched after
the Broncos loss.
The second half of the NFL season started out with a big statement
win for the Jets Thursday night.
The red-hot Buffalo Bills came
into MetLife Stadium and got outplayed. The young core of the Jets
defense shut down LeSean McCoy
and the Bills. McCoy was held to 25
yards and the Jets danced their way
to a win. Now at 5-3, the Bills are
still in striking range of the Patriots,
but need to perform better to prove
they are a legitimate contender
in the AFC. Now with their fourth
win of the season, four more than
most thought they would achieve,
the Jets have earned much respect,
proving they will not be overlooked
anymore.
The Saints stayed hot by trouncing the Buccaneers. Jameis Winston
left the game early with a shoulder
injury, expecting to miss the next
few weeks. The biggest play in the
game was a fight, started between
Winston and Saints cornerback
Marshon Lattimore, but when Mike
Evans demolished Lattimore with a
big hit, it escalated drastically leading to a one-game suspension for
Evans. This game was all Saints by
a score of 30-10.
The Falcons jumped out to a
10-0 lead early, but the Panthers
did not quit. Newton and the Panthers scored 20 unanswered points
after that to take the lead. The Falcons scored a touchdown late, but
their offense was ineffective yet
again. Newton rushed for 86 yards
and a touchdown, carrying the
Panthers offense to a big divisional
win, 20-17.
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Behind Wentz, the Eagles have jumped out to an incredible 8-1 start this season.
The Redskins entered Seattle
looking to stay in the NFC wild card
race while the Seahawks were trying to keep pace with the Rams in
the NFC West. A safety by Bobby
Wagner in the first would be the
only points for the Seahawks in the
first half. Facing a 7-2 deficit, Russell Wilson could not answer the
bell. The Redskins held Wilson to
297 yards passing and Cousins led
a game winning drive highlighted
by a long pass to Josh Doctson.
Doctson set up Robert Kelley to
score the game winning touchdown completing the Redskins
comeback and upsetting the Seahawks 17-14.
The Cowboys hosted the Chiefs
on Sunday looking to prove they
were back in wild card contention.
Because of the Elliott scandal, the
Cowboys face a lot of uncertainty
week to week. Luckily for them, Elliott suited up Sunday and played
a key role. Dallas shut down the
Chiefs’ offense in the first half, but
a crazy Hail Mary touchdown catch
and run at the end of the half by
Tyreek Hill got Kansas City back
in the game. The team came out

firing in the second half, taking
the lead on a Travis Kelce touchdown on their first possession. That
would be it for the Chiefs’ offense
this game, though. The Cowboys
shut them down the rest of the way,
and held on to a big 28-14 win.
The Texans were hit by surprise when rookie sensation and
MVP candidate Watson tore his
ACL at practice during a readoption play in Week 9. Houston
struggled without their star quarterback, losing 20-14 to the now
3-6 Colts.
Other action around the league
included a 23-20 Titans win over
the Ravens. Two teams scored over
50 points this week: the Rams embarrassed the Giants 51-17 and the
Eagles moved to 8-1 with a 51-23
win over the Broncos. The Jaguars
handled the Bengals easily, winning 23-7 and the Cardinals sent
the 49ers to 0-9 by winning 20-10.
The Raiders held on to a 27-24
win Nov. 5 over the Dolphins and
the week ended in Green Bay with
a Lions 30-17 win. Marvin Jones
Jr. was unstoppable, scoring 2
touchdowns.

Yanks, Girardi part ways after 9 years
BY JOSEPH NIEVES
STAFF WRITER
On Oct. 26, the New York Yankees announced that they will not
re-sign Joe Girardi as their manager. The Yankees were just one win
away from the World Series this
year, but it was not enough for him
to keep his job.
Girardi became the Yankees
manager back in 2008, after winning the 2007 Major League Baseball Manager of the Year Award for
his season with the Miami Marlins. The Yankees won the World
Series with Girardi at the helm in
2009. Girardi has led his team to
the playoffs in six of his 10 seasons,
and never had a losing record. He
finishes his tenure as the Yankees
manager with a win-loss record of
910-710.
From 2013 to 2016, the Yankees
fielded their weakest teams since
Buck Showalter managed the Yankees in the early '90s. Girardi was
given an aging roster that could
not stay healthy, with no depth in
the minor leagues. Despite this,
Girardi managed the team into the
playoffs in 2015. They fell to an up
and coming Houston Astros team,
which just won its first World Series this year. In the other seasons,
he kept the team competitive late
into September. Girardi was able to
do more with less than any manager in baseball during this span.
He was then presented with a
new challenge: to lead a young rebuilding team in the final year of
his contract. It was probably not
the position he envisioned when
he signed a four-year contract before the 2013 season. However,
he took the opportunity in stride.
Drawing from the knowledge he
acquired from managing a young
and inexperienced Marlins team in
2007, Girardi led the Baby Bombers into the postseason in year one
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The Yankees were unable to capitalize on strong pitching performances.
of the “rebuild.”
Once in the playoffs, the Yankees faced the two best teams in
the American League: the Cleveland Indians and the Astros. Girardi’s young team overcame a
2-0 deficit against the Indians,
and nearly overcame a 2-0 deficit
to the Astros. In the end, he once
again led a team that was not supposed to do much, and made them
a force to be reckoned with.
It seems the Yankees plan was
not to re-sign Girardi all along. This
was supposed to be a rebuilding
year, and letting Girardi go while
the team was years from contention made sense. However, the
team well exceeded expectations
and made it a lot harder for the
front office to explain why Girardi
was not re-signed as the manager.
There is precedent for this
move, as it has happened several
times in Yankees history. Most recently, Brian Cashman did not resign Joe Torre after the 2007 season. Like Girardi, Torre made what
many saw as a managerial mistake
in the playoffs against the Indians.
Other managers who were not resigned after a strong season include Casey Stengel after a Game
7 loss in the 1960 World Series,
Ralph Houk after the Yanks got

swept in the 1963 World Series and
Yogi Berra after a game 7 loss in the
1964 World Series.
The reason why Girardi was
not re-signed is unknown. Cashman recently said that it is because
Girardi fails to connect with the
young players. If that was the case,
that should have been noticeable
early in his tenure, when he had
young players such as Robinson
Canó, Joba Chamberlain, Iván
Nova and David Robertson. While
it is fair to question if he connected
well with those young Yankees early in his career or with the current
Baby Bombers, it is not fair to suggest that Girardi being Girardi was
the main reason he was let go. After all, they were fine with that style
of leadership for 10 years.
Besides the unknown reasons, it is also unknown who the
Yankees are considering for the
job. They should have no trouble
finding interested candidates, as
they have a team that can contend for a World Series. Time will
tell if they made the right decision and if they will hire the right
candidate.
Some words of advice to the
future manager: the Yankees’ winfirst culture does not take kindly to
mistakes, so do not make too many.
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Astros beat Dodgers in seven games to win 2017 World Series
BY JOSEPH NIEVES
STAFF WRITER
On paper, the 2017 World Series looked to be a clash of juggernauts. The series did not disappoint as the Houston Astros and
Los Angeles Dodgers went the
distance in seven thrilling games.
Runs were at a premium in Game
1, as left-handers Clayton Kershaw
and Dallas Keuchel squared off at
Dodger Stadium.
Dodgers center fielder Chris
Taylor kicked the World Series off
with a bang when he led off the bottom of the first with a booming solo
home run into the left-field stands
for an immediate 1-0 lead. The Astros would draw even in the fourth,
when third baseman Alex Bregman
hit a solo shot of his own to even
the game 1-1.
Both Kershaw and Keuchel settled in until the bottom of the sixth,
when Keuchel left a pitch up to Justin Turner who proceeded to break
the tie with a 2-run home run that
gave the Dodgers a 3-1 lead they
would not relinquish. Kershaw and
the Dodgers relief corps combined
to nail down the eventual 3-1 win.
Game 2 had all the makings of
another pitchers' duel as veteran
starters Justin Verlander and Rich
Hill faced off, with the Astros desperately trying to avoid going home
down 2-0.
Houston got off to a good start
when Bregman drove in Josh Reddick with a single in the third for an
early 1-0 lead. Joc Pederson would
hit a solo home run off of Verlander in the fifth to draw the Dodgers
even 1-1. It was looking to be a repeat of Game 1 in the sixth when
Corey Seager drove a Verlander
pitch to left to give the Dodgers a
3-1 lead.
In the eighth, Dodgers Manager
Dave Roberts called on closer Kenley Jansen for the final 6 outs. Jan-

sen would allow a run in the eighth,
but the Dodgers still entered the
ninth leading 3-2. With his team
desperately needing a big hit, Marwin González took a 0-2 pitch from
Jansen, and deposited it over the
wall in left center for a game-tying
home run that silenced the raucous Dodger Stadium crowd, and
handed Jansen his first postseason
blown save.
The game would move into extra
innings tied 3-3, but the tie would
not last long as José Altuve and
Carlos Correa led off the tenth with
back-to-back home runs off reliever Josh Fields, for a 5-3 lead. The
Dodgers would not go quietly in the
bottom of the tenth as Astros closer
Ken Giles struggled. Giles gave up a
solo home run to Yasiel Puig before
Enrique Hernandez tied the game
5-5 with an RBI single.
If the Astros were rattled, they
did not show it as they quickly retook the lead in the top of the 11th
when George Springer took Brandon McCarthy deep for a 2-run
home run and a 7-5 Houston lead.
The Dodgers comeback fell just
short in the bottom of the 11th,
as Charlie Culberson hit a solo
home run, but reliever Chris Devenski would allow no more, as he
nailed down the thrilling 7-6 win
for Houston.
With the Series tied 1-1, the
stage was set for a pivotal Game 3
as the action shifted to Houston.
The Astros scored early and often
off starter Yu Darvish, pummeling him to the tune of 6 hits and
4 earned runs in only 1 and twothirds innings pitched. This included a home run by Yuli Gurriel and
RBIs by Brian McCann, Gonzalez,
and Bregman.
The Dodgers’ bats could do little
against the combination of Lance
McCullers Jr. and Brad Peacock,
and went down quietly in the 5-3
Astros win.
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Springer won the Willie Mays World Series MVP award after an incredible 2017 World Series performance.
Now down 2-1 in the series
heading into Game 4, the Dodgers
called on left-hander Alex Wood
for a big performance. The game
was scoreless until the bottom of
the sixth when Wood left a pitch up
to Springer who promptly drove it
over the wall for a 1-0 Astros lead.
Los Angeles would answer back
immediately in the seventh when
Logan Forsythe singled off Will
Harris to tie the game at 1-1.
The score would remain that
way until the ninth, when the
Dodgers exploded for five runs, including a go-ahead double by Cody
Bellinger, and a long 3-run home
run off the bat of Joc Pederson. The
Astros would get a run back off Jansen in the bottom half, but could do
no more as the series was again tied
with the 6-2 Los Angeles win.
Game 5 was in no simple terms
the slugfest to end all slugfests.
An early 4-0 Los Angeles lead was
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erased in the fourth when an ineffective Kershaw allowed 4 runs including a booming three-run shot
by Gurriel. A 3-run home run by
Bellinger in the fifth quickly gave
Los Angeles the lead back 7-4. In
the bottom half, Altuve hit a 3-run
home run of his own to even the
game 7-7.
Bellinger again gave his team
the lead with an RBI triple in the
top of the seventh before Houston
came back again in the next half
inning to tie the game 8-8. Altuve
would collect an RBI double and
Correa would hit a 2-run home run
to finish off the 4-run inning.
Trailing 12-9 in the top of the
ninth, the Dodgers again came
back on a 2-run home run by Puig,
and a game-tying single by Taylor.
Houston would deliver the knockout blow in the tenth when Bregman singled in Derek Fisher to end
the marathon 13-12 Astros win.

Game 6 was more of a return to
normality as the Dodgers forced a
Game 7 with a 3-1 victory highlighted by a sixth-inning game-tying
double by Taylor off of Verlander, a
home run by Pederson and five different Dodger pitchers combining
for only one earned run.
The first World Series Game 7 in
the history of Dodger Stadium did
not start off well for the home team
as Darvish again struggled and allowed 2 first-inning runs before his
team even stepped up to bat.
World Series MVP Springer
dealt Los Angeles their final blow
with a 2-run home run in the second that gave Houston a commanding 5-0 lead.
While starter McCullers also
struggled, a quartet of Astros relievers combined for 6 and two-thirds
innings of 1-run ball to finish off
the 5-1 win and the first championship in Houston Astros history.
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Baruch Weekly
THEME: THE 1980S

NOVEMBER 2017
MON

13
TUES

14
WED

15
THURS

16
FRI

17
SAT

18
SUN

19

ACROSS
1. THE LOWEST VOICE
6. BOTTOM LINE?
9. COMPOSER JOHANN
13. BLOOD OF THE GODS,
GREEK MYTHOLOGY
14. MESOZOIC ONE
15. JOANNA GAINES’
CONCERN
16. LANDOWNER
17. RAINBOW, E.G.
18. ____ VS. PATHOS
19. *INTERCONTINENTAL
MUSICAL BENEFIT IN 1985
21. *BRAT PACK DIRECTOR
23. TYPE OF ENGLISH
COURSE, FOR SHORT
24. NOT ALL
25. *JOHN MAHONEY TO IONE
SKYE IN “SAY ANYTHING...”
28. FORMER SPEAKER OF THE
HOUSE
30. *”PURPLE RAIN”
PERFORMER
35. AMOUNT OF
MEASUREMENT
37. A.K.A. RED PLANET
39. *ED KOCH, E.G.
40. *”LIFESTYLES OF THE
____ AND FAMOUS”
41. WINTER DRIVING
HAZARD
43. STAG PARTY GUEST
44. “TO DEATH” IN FRANCE
46. LATTICEWORK WOOD
STRIP
47. U.S.S.R PLUS COUNTRIES
OF THE WARSAW PACT, E.G.

WORLD KINDNESS DAY GIVEAWAY
12:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. | 2nd Floor Lobby | Free
THE TICKER’S 85TH ANNIVERSARY PARTY
6 p.m. - 9 p.m. | Library Building, Rooms 750 and 760 | Free, RSVP Required
MITSUI LUNCHTIME FORUM
12:30 p.m. - 1:45 p.m. | Library Building, Rooms 750 and 760 | Free
CREDIT SUISSE WORKSHOP
12:40 p.m. - 2:20 p.m. | NVC 9-135 | Free
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL: BARUCH VS. STOCKTON UNIVERSITY
7 p.m. | B2 - Main Gym | Free
A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM
7:30 p.m. | BPAC | $10
INFO SESSION FOR AIESEC
12 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. | NVC 3-240 | Free
MEDIA AND MARKETING PANEL
12:40 p.m. - 2:20 p.m. | NVC 5-160 | Free
ALDEMARO ROMERO: VENEZUELAN FIESTA, FEAT. SELENE QUIROGA,
WITH ALEXANDER STRING QUARTET AND SPECIAL MUSICAL GUESTS
6:30 p.m. - 8 p.m. | BPAC | $16 for students

20. AGENDA ENTRIES
22. BEHIND THE PLATE
24. LIKE AMATEUR’S PAINT
JOB?
25. *DURAN ____
26. CARL JUNG’S INNER SELF
27. MONOCOT’S ALTERNATIVE
29. *IT FELL IN EUROPE
31. SHAKESPEARE’S
METRICAL UNIT
32. AFRICAN ANTELOPE
33. PART OF GASTRO
INTESTINAL SYSTEM
34. RAISE A BARN, E.G.
36. “THROUGH” IN TEXT
MESSAGE
38. COMEDIAN ROGAN
42. GIVE GRATITUDE
45. “HAPPY ____” BY DALE
EVANS
49. COMMON MARKET
DOWN
1. *HIS COMPANY LAUNCHED INITIALS
51. LIKE A NORWEGIAN
WINDOWS
FJORD
2. ANTIOXIDANTSRICH
54. CHINESE SILK PLANT
BERRY
56. INNOCENT
3. GANGSTER’S BLADE
57. RADIANT LIGHT
4. JULIEN OF STENDHAL’S
“THE RED AND THE BLACK” 58. SHORT FOR
BROTHERHOOD
5. APPOINT A PRIEST
59. *WHAT BLONDIE DOES IN
6. SEAT OF INTELLECT
“RAPTURE”
7. “TO ____ IS HUMAN”
60. SECOND WORD IN
8. *RANDY SAVAGE, A.K.A.
FAIRYTALE?
____ MAN
61. BRAINCHILD
9. SHORT FOR ELIZABETH
62.
FATE OF NORSE
10. DULL PAIN
MYTHOLOGY
11. AVIAN MESSENGER’S
63. NEWTS IN TERRESTRIAL
SOUNDS
STAGE
12. STORE POSTING, FOR
64. *MUSIC VIDEOS CHANNEL
SHORT
66. “____ TO JOY”
15. GET RID OF BUGS?
48. AS OPPOSED TO NURTURE
50. *”STAR TREK II: THE
WRATH OF ____”
52. *ROCKER ADAM
53. BALD EAGLE’S NEST
55. FORM OF ANNA
57. *”OUT OF ____,” MOVIE
60. *CHERNOBYL DISASTER
LOCATION
64. DIEGO RIVERA CREATION,
E.G.
65. JANITOR’S TOOL
67. FREE FROM
68. GOLF BUNKERS
69. KNOTTYING WORDS
70. OUT IN THE OPEN
71. GIANT KETTLES
72. POETIC “EVEN”
73. GRADUALLY DEPRIVES
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CROSSWORD SOLUTION:

ISSUE 8
A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM
7:30 p.m. | BPAC | $10
MEN’S BASKETBALL: BARUCH VS. YESHIVA UNIVERSITY
8:30 p.m. | B2 - Main Gym | Free
INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED RACQUETBALL
7 p.m. - 8 p.m. | B3 - Racquetball Court | Registration Required

*Oﬀ-campus event
For full list, visit www.baruch.cuny.edu/calendar

Career Spotlight
SAVE THE DATE

INTERNSHIP UPDATE

Let’s Get Starr-ed: Week Three Session
Wednesday, Nov. 15, 11 a.m. – 12:15 p.m., NVC 2-190
First-year students and sophomores! Come and learn
more about the services available at the Starr Center.

ROUND MEDIA

On-Campus Recruiting Workshop
Wednesday, Nov. 15, 5 p.m. - 6:30 p.m., NVC 2-190
Get a jumpstart on your career by learning about the
on-campus recruiting program!
Marketing Career Expo
Thursday, Nov. 16, 12:30 p.m. - 2:20 p.m., NVC 14250
This event is a chance to network with professionals
in marketing, media, advertising and PR.
LinkedIn 101: Proﬁle Development
Thursday, Nov. 16, 5:15 p.m. - 6:45 p.m., NVC 2-190
Learn how to efficiently develop your LinkedIn
profile at this workshop.

PEER TIP OF THE WEEK
CHECK OUT THE PEER TIP OF THE WEEK FROM SCDC’S PEERS
FOR CAREERS PROGRAM
Two people can have the same experiences, but if an
employer can match a name to a face, it makes all the
difference. Additionally, LinkedIn is helpful way to manage
your professional network, and find job opportunities. Lastly,
LinkedIn also has a learning platform called Lynda, where
you can teach yourself any technical skill.
– Stacy Oppenheimer, Peer for Careers

baruch.cuny.edu/careers
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/starrlights/
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/scdc/
@BaruchSCDC
Baruch College Starr Career Development Center

Community Manager Intern
Round Media is a New Yorkbased media and urban event
discovery platform that offers
personalized suggestions based
on their desires. It is a new way to
experience the city, discover top
local events, and other happenings curated by influencers and
trending publishers such as The
New Yorker, Artsy and Fandango.
As the Community Manager
Intern at Round Media, you will
be asked to implement your
creative skills, and display an
understanding of platforms and
millennial culture to solve digi-

tal communication tasks within
Round Media.
In this position, your responsibilities include organizing meetings with Round Media
partners, writing the meeting follow ups, coordinating the work
of photographers, influencers,
venues, etc., providing feedback
to the production team concerning users, ambassadors, events
hosts requests, etc. You will also
be asked to understand why different types of users (app users,
media ambassadors, publishers,
venues, brands) prefer Round

and how they can derive more
value from the product.
To qualify for this position,
the applicant must have some
experience in digital marketing/
copywriting.
This is a part-time position
ideal for a tech-savvy student
currently enrolled in liberal arts
studies at large, media studies
or communication courses. This
position is paid and salary is reliant on previous experience.
Starr Search ID: 109802

COHEN & STEERS CAPITAL MANAGEMENT
Human Resources Summer Associate
At Cohen & Steers Capital
Management, the HR Summer
Associate will provide administrative support in the areas of
benefits, reporting and analysis,
professional development and recruiting. The intern will also take
on ad hoc projects as needed.
Major responsibilities of the
HR Summer Associate are to
regularly provide assistance and
support with various HR projects,
maintain accurate and up-to-date
records, coordinate and schedule
professional development trainings for employees, upgrade the

HRIS system by reviewing and auditing the data prior to migration,
develop and maintain monthly
reports, archive, organize, scan
files and HR records and documentation, continuously look for
ways to improve processes/systems to ensure/increase efficiency, respond to federal and state
agencies regarding unemployment, employment verification
and other inquires as necessary
and perform other administrative
duties.
The applicant is expected to
be proficient in functions Micro-

soft Office Suite (Word, Excel and
PowerPoint), have strong organizational skills and verbal/written
communication, the ability and
willingness to work in a teamoriented environment, the ability
to multi-task and have superior
attention to detail, demonstrate
ability to interface with all levels
in a professional manner, both
internally and externally, and
must be able to handle confidential and sensitive matters.
Starr Search ID: 109385
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Prominent Front Pages
March 11, 1958:

March 6, 1996:

In this issue, The Reporter, one of the newspapers present on campus
at the time, broke the
story about rising tuition
rates. In order to “raise
morale” and attract
more skilled professors
to teach at the college,
City College of New York
announced that it has
decided to increase the
price per credit for all
students.

Here, The Ticker reported
that the New York City
Mayor at the time, Rudy
Giuliani, told CUNY
students that they need
to “work harder.” His
comment sparked a lot
of outrage among CUNY
students, 75 percent of
whom were working
while completing their
college courses.

July 16, 1997:

July 9, 2007:

In this issue, The Ticker
reported on the breaking
of the ground for what
would eventually become the Newman Vertical Campus. The article
states that the building
was slated for completion in Spring 2000.

This issue marked The
Ticker’s 75th anniversary.
Aside from commemorating decades of reporting done by the newspaper’s editors and writers,
it spoke about CUNY’s
most recent push toward
becoming more environmentally sustainable.

History of The Ticker
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
For the first time, a majority of the college’s students were women. The Sigma Alpha honor society,
today known as the Sigma Alpha Delta Honor Society,
started a program that worked to supply copies of The
Ticker to former School of Business and Civic Administration students fighting the war abroad. The program soon gained traction, and at its height reached
nearly 2,000 service members across the world.
The financial strain of printing this many copies
of The Ticker to send abroad, however, was too great
for the newspaper. The Ticker had been encountering
financial difficulties since its inception in the 1930s,
with its budget relying solely on advertisement revenue and the purchases of U-Books and U-Cards, which
were forms of ID that allowed students to participate
in student activities on campus.
With the student population depleted, the sale of
the IDs plummeted, which had a negative effect on
The Ticker’s budget. A mandatory student activity fee
was implemented and The Ticker’s finances stabilized.
The Ticker experienced a period of growth in the
1950s, continuing its streak of award-winning coverage that had lasted since the ‘30s, consistently receiving the highest honor given to college newspapers: the
All-American rating from the Associated Collegiate
Press. The paper was even spoofed by Theatron, a theatrical organization on campus that created a musical
based around the trials faced by The Ticker’s editors.
Coverage during this time period continued to expand, including the “ABC Hoax,” where The Ticker circulated petitions for three fictitious candidates for student
government who only narrowly avoided winning,
illustrating student apathy toward school politics.
The 1960s featured a move of The Ticker’s office

from its original location in the 23rd Street building to
a building on 22nd Street that would be the new student center. The staff continued to increase in size, and
new sections were added to the newspaper, including
literary supplements. During the Vietnam War, The
Ticker promoted demonstrations and debates, once
again taking an active civic role on campus.
In 1966, The Ticker’s staff resigned in protest after
the Ticker Association chose a student with no experience in The Ticker over a more qualified candidate for
the role of editor-in-chief.
The Student Council, also upset by the election
results, refused to appoint new members to the Ticker
Association until the faculty changed the rules regarding its fairness and composition. The Ticker did
not publish again until this issue was resolved over
two months after the election, when the composition
of the Ticker Association was revised to include six
students, one faculty member that served as chair and
two advisers who did not have voting power.
In 1968, the business school finally broke away from
the rest of CCNY, becoming the now-independent Baruch College. The Ticker assisted in facilitating student
engagement in the new college, sponsoring contests
for the school’s logo, seal, mascot and colors.
The Ticker took an even greater activist role in the
‘70s, staging more demonstrations over issues of overcrowding and cleanliness, and on political issues.
In 1975, an argument erupted between Baruch’s
president and the Student Council on who should
appoint the Ticker Association — by then it consisted
of five student members. The president appointed the
Ticker Association himself, an action that was rejected
by the Student Council.
As a result, the Student Council refused to recognize the Ticker Association and did not allocate The

Ticker funds, forcing the paper to shutter for the semester. Soon after, the Ticker Association was phased
out and the paper was managed by its own staff. However, by the end of the ‘70s, The Ticker had to switch
from a weekly to a bi-weekly format.
The ‘80s saw a resurgence of the paper. In 1980,
The Ticker merged with a competing school newspaper, The Sentry, after both papers suffered financial
difficulties. The board of directors of the Bernard M.
Baruch College Association, which still allocates The
Ticker’s budget in the present day, granted editors the
ability to take stipends from advertisement revenue.
The six-section format The Ticker currently utilizes took shape in the ‘90s, with the permanent Arts &
Style and Business sections making appearances. The
Ticker entered the digital era, buying computers, using
its first email account and owning its first website,
and moved its location to 360 Park Avenue South. The
decade also marked the debut of Asylum, an insert
into The Ticker that showcased student culture writing,
short stories and poetry. By the end of the ‘90s, The
Ticker was stable enough to publish weekly once more.
The Newman Vertical Campus opened in 2001
and The Ticker moved into its current office space on
the campus’s third floor. For its 75th anniversary, The
Ticker launched a digital archive of its issues dating
back to 1935. The paper continued to expand with new
columns and ideas, sometimes reaching over 30 pages. The sections solidified — the Features section was
dropped in 2015, leaving News, Opinions, Business,
Arts & Style, Science & Technology and Sports.
Now within the modern era of The Ticker, though
many things have changed, one thing stays the same:
The Ticker’s commitment to quality journalism, along
with the pursuit of truth at the college level and beyond.
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